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The purpose of this study was to compare the 
differences in phonological process production between 
children learning English as a first language and 
those learning English as a second language. Subjects 
from each group were matched on the basis of sex, age, 
and motor skills. The results of this study indicated 
that the matched pairs of subjects used the same 
phonological processes the majority of the time. 
Further, the results indicated that the ability of the 
subject pairs to use and not use similar phonological 
processes was more closely related to English language 
skills than to motor skills.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Persons who are concerned with children's phonology 
need to have some knowledge of the phonological theories, as 
well as knowledge of the acquisition process. At this time, 
no single theory is widely accepted (Smith, 1981). Each of 
the theories provides ways to examine and to understand 
certain aspects of phonology, with certain benefits and 
limitations. Much of the information regarding the 
acquisition process has concerned the phonological develop­
ment of normally developing children acquiring a first 
language. Recently, investigators have realized that 
knowledge of phonology may be enhanced by examining the 
phonological development of children who are not developing 
language in a normal fashion (Dulay and Burt, 1974; Ingram, 
1976). This includes examining the phonological development 
of children who are acquiring two languages.
Speech clinicians are often asked to assess the 
speech and language of children who are acquiring a second 
language, but little information is available to help them 
distinguish between normal and abnormal patterns of 
acquisition in such children. Investigations of 
phonological development in children acquiring a second
1
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language may help to establish normative data as well as to 
provide a better understanding of phonological development 
in general.
INTERACTION OF THEORIES AND RESEARCH
Knowledge of phonology has been influenced by data 
which have been collected, and theories which have been 
postulated. Both of these are essential to understanding 
phonological development in children. The normal pattern of 
sound acquisition in monolingual children has served as the 
data base for phonological development. Such normative data 
are limited in that they only describe language behavior, 
but not explain it (Smith, 1981). Theories on phonological 
acquisition attempt to explain the language behavior, but 
should also account for the descriptive data. Theories and 
empirical data must be examined together in order to enhance 
our knowledge of phonology in children.
THEORIES ON PHONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Phonological theories are relevant to this study, 
however, since this document is not intended to be an in- 
depth review of current theories in phonology, the discus­
sion will be limited to phonological acquisition as 
addressed by three predominant theories. Issues of acquisi­
tion which are relevant to this study will also be discussed 
which include the theorists' views of the child as an active 
or passive learner of phonology, the role of motoric and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
linguistic capacities of the child during acquisition, and 
the underlying representation system of the child as it 
relates to the adult model.
The first theory discussed concerns the theory of the 
universal order of acquisition of phonology, introduced by 
Jakobson in 1941 but not translated into English until 1968. 
He advocated that the order of sound acquisition is the same 
for children, whether they learn the same language, or learn 
different languages. The order of acquisition is similar 
across children because the motoric capacities of all 
children are similar. Jakobson proposed that the first 
sounds learned by children are those with the greatest 
contrast between them, e.g., the maximally closed /p/ and 
the maximally opened /a/. Children develop the neuro­
logical, anatomical, and physiological structures in the 
same manner, regardless of the specific language to which 
the child is exposed. Jakobson viewed the child as an 
active learner of language who constantly attempts to match 
his production to the model which he hears. The implication 
of this viewpoint is that the child has the same underlying 
representation of sounds that adults have, and differs only 
in his surface production. The child continuously monitors 
his own productions, and compares them to the adult model.
As the child acquires the necessary motor skills, his pro­
ductions gradually match the adult model.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The transformational, or generative, theory of pho­
nology was introduced by Chomsky and Halle in 1968. Their 
theory concerned the linguistic, rather than the motoric 
capacities of children. They postulated that children are 
born with an innate capacity to generate an infinite number
of sounds and sound patterns. The specific language to
which a child is exposed determines which particular sounds 
a child will acquire. A child develops his own phonological 
system which operates independently of the adult model,
i.e., children and adults differ not only in their surface 
productions, but also in their underlying representation of 
language. These differences are attributed to the limited 
exposure to language by a child. As a child's linguistic 
capacities develop, the child's speech more closely approxi­
mates the adult model. Chomsky and Halle's emphasis on
language exposure as the key element in acquisition implies 
that the child is a passive rather than an active language 
learner. Chomsky and Halle introduced the aspect of 
patterns of sounds in children's acquisition of speech, as 
well as the acquisition of individual sounds.
The third theory presented is Stampe's (1969) theory 
of natural phonology which was based in part on Chomsky and 
Halle's theory of transformational phonology. Stampe's 
theory combined the linguistic and motoric capacities of the 
child in acquiring phonology. He viewed the child as 
innately endowed with the capacity for acquiring phonology,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and this acquisition was facilitated by exposure to lan­
guage. The child is an active learner of the phonology of a 
language, and readily perceives the differences between the 
language he produces, and the language that he hears. The 
child uses these perceptual skills to modify his own 
phonological system. According to Stampe, a child's surface 
production differs from the adult model due to phonological 
processes in a child's speech. These processes are present 
from birth, and are used by children to systematically 
simplify the sound system during the language acquisition 
period- They simplify a child's productions of sounds by 
allowing the deletion of certain elements, minimizing cer­
tain phonological contrasts, and specifying the use of less 
physically difficult sounds for more physically difficult 
sounds (Oiler and Warren, 1976). Phonological development 
involves a child's active suppression of phonological 
processes over time which make his speech different from an 
adult model. For example, once a child perceives that his 
speech differs from an adult form by a phonological process 
of Cluster Reduction, a child attempts to suppress that 
process in order for his production to more closely match 
the adult's.
The theories described above emphasize the role of 
motoric or linguistic capacities in a child's speech produc­
tion. These roles could be more closely examined by 
studying the speech of children whose motoric capacities are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
similar, but whose linguistic capacities are dissimilar. 
Children of the same age who are learning English as a first 
language and as a second language would have similar motoric 
capacities, but would differ in regards to their linguistic 
experience. Comparing these children on an aspect of 
language such as phonological processes may help identify 
the influence of motoric or linguistic capacities on speech 
production.
RESEARCH IN PHONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Phonological theory has influenced the manner in 
which acquisition of sounds in children has been studied. 
Early empirical research investigated the production of 
single sounds (Wellman, Case, Mengert, and Bradburg, 1931; 
Poole, 1934; Tempiin, 1957). This research usually involved 
cross-sectional studies of large numbers of children 
learning their first language. Other researchers investi­
gated universal aspects of phonology by studying the 
similarities of phonological development across languages 
(Menyuk, 1968; Pertz and Sever, 1975), These studies 
usually consisted of a smaller number of children learning 
their first language. Studies have been done on the produc­
tion of sound patterns in normally developing and language 
disordered children learning English as a first language 
(Ingram, 1974; Oiler and Warren, 1976; Shriberg and 
Kwiatkowski, 1980; Smith, 1981). However, a review of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
literature revealed only one study which investigated 
phonology in children learning English as a second language
(Hecht and Mu1 ford, 1982 ). No studies were found which
compared the phonological development of children learning 
English as a first language to that of children learning
English as a second language.
CONTRIBUTION OF SECOND LANGUAGE STUDIES
The majority of research in phonological development 
has primarily investigated the language acquisition of mono­
lingual children. Information on the phonological develop­
ment of children learning two languages may contribute to 
the understanding of phonological development in general. 
Much of what is known about the language of bilingual 
children concerns syntactic development (Dulay and Burt, 
1974; Volterra and Taeschner, 1978). At this time, informa­
tion on the phonological development of children learning a 
second language is limited. The role of linguistic versus 
motoric capacities in phonological development could be 
examined in studies involving children learning a second 
language. If the linguistic capacities of children deter­
mine their production of sounds (Chomsky and Halle, 1968), 
then the phonological development of children learning a 
second language would differ significantly from first 
language learners because of the difference in language 
exposure. If the motoric capacities of children determine
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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sound production (Jakobson, 1968; Stampe, 1969), the 
phonological development of children learning a second 
language should be similar to children learning a first 
language, if age and motor development are similar. The 
influence of linguistic and motor capacities on speech would 
have direct implications on speech and language interven­
tion. For example, if the linguistic experience of a child 
plays a major role in the production of speech, remediation 
would need to emphasize linguistic factors. If the motoric 
capacities of a child were found to heavily influence 
speech, then remediation would need to direct its emphasis 
toward improvement of motor skills in speech. A study which 
involves a homogenous group of subjects learning English as 
a second language, i.e., a group of children with the same 
native language would allow for the identification of 
pertinent variables but the procedure may limit the later 
generalities of the study.
RESEARCH QUESTION
The research question in the present study is: Are
there significant differences between children learning a 
first language and children learning a second language in 
their use of phonological processes? In addition, if 
differences exist between the two groups of children, the 
extent to which the phonological processes are distributed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
within the groups will be examined. Finally, the patterns 
of phonological process usage will be described.
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CHAPTER II
METHODS
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION
For the purpose of the present study, a phonological 
process was defined as a systematic simplification of speech 
productions which occurred in two or more segment classes. 
Certain criteria need to be established for the presence of 
phonological processes in the assessment in children's 
speech (Ingram, 1981; McReynolds and Elbert, 1981). In the 
present study, one criterion involved the consistency of 
occurrence for the processes. McReynolds and Elbert (1981) 
set their frequency criterion at 20 percent, which they 
describe as "lenient." For the purposes of this study, a 
criterion of 40 percent frequency was used. In The 
Assessment of Phonological Processes, Hodson (1980) 
recommended a 40 percent criterion of frequency to separate 
significant from non-significant occurrences. This 
criterion minimized the possibility of labeling "chance" 
productions as phonological processes. It applied to the 
occurrence of a process in any of the three word positions 
(initial, medial, or final) or in any one word position.
10
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Another criterion involved the selection of the 
processes to be investigated. The processes which were used 
in the present study were taken from The Assessment of 
Phonological Processes (Hodson, 1980). These processes are 
similar to those in other studies (Oiler and Warren, 1975, 
Ingram, 1976 ; Weiner 1979 ; Shriberg and Kwiatkowski, 1980). 
Appendix A contains a listing of processes used by these 
investigators. In addition to being used by other re­
searchers, these processes are generally considered ones 
which occur frequently in the speech of children acquiring 
English. The specific processes studied are as follows;
1. Syllable Reduction (SR)
2. Cluster Reduction (CR)
3. Obstruent Singleton Omission (OSO)
4. Stridency Deletion (STD)
5. Velar Deviation (VD)
6. Prevocalic Voicing (PV)
7. Postvocalic Devoicing (PD)
8. Glottal Replacement (GR)
9. Stopping (S)
10. Backing (B)
11. Affrication (AF)
12. Deaffrication (DA)
13. Palatalization (P)
14. Depalatalization (DP)
15. Coalescence (C)
16- Epenthesis (E)
17. Metathesis (M)
18. Sonorant Deviations (SD)
19. Assimilation (AS)
20. Articulatory Shifts (ATS)
These processes are defined in Appendix B.
SUBJECTS
Two groups of subjects participated in the present 
study. One group of children was learning English as a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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first and only language and is referred to in this study as 
the EFL group. Another group of children came from homes 
where Hmong, a Sino-Tibetan language, was the dominant lan­
guage. These children were acquiring English as a second 
language and are referred to as the ESL group in this study. 
For inclusion into the study, all subjects met the following 
criteria :
1. Chronological age between 4.0 and 5.0 years.
This age was selected since some phonological processes are 
normally prevalent in children’s speech {Ingram, 1981). The 
age of children was verified by their parents.
2. Each child was without physical or neurological 
problems. This was also verified by parent report.
3. Hearing was within normal limits. Each child's 
hearing was screened using an audiometer (Beltone, model 10 
D) at 20-dB HL (re: ANSI, 1969} at 1 and 2 kHz, and 25-dB 
HL at 4 kHz.
4. Motor development was within normal limits. This 
was assessed using the five motor subtests from the McCarthy 
Scales of Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 1972). A descrip­
tion of the tasks involved in the motor subtests is listed 
in Appendix C.
In addition to the above entry criteria, the EFL 
subjects were required to demonstrate age appropriate speech 
and language development. Age appropriate development was 
demonstrated in two ways. First, each child performed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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within one standard deviation of the mean for his/her 
chronological age on the Tempiin-Darley Screening Test of 
Articulation {Templin and Darley, 1960) or on single 
consonants on the Tempiin-Darley Test of Articulation. In 
addition, each child scored within the 25-75th percentile 
range on the receptive portion of the Northwestern Syntax 
Screening Test (Lee, 1971).
The ESL subjects demonstrated a minimal level of 
English language proficiency in order to participate in the 
study. Each child in the ESL group scored at least at the 
2 ; 6 year level in auditory comprehension and verbal ability 
on the Preschool Language Scale (Zimmerman, Steiner, and 
Evatt, 1969).
MATCHING CRITERIA
The first subjects were selected to form the ESL 
group. An EFL child was then selected and matched to an 
ESL subject on the basis of sex, chronological age and 
performance on motor subtests. The chronological ages of 
the matched subjects were within three months of each other 
Their performance on the motor skills subtests was within 
plus or minus the standard error of measurement of the raw 
scores on the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities 
(McCarthy, 1972).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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STIMULI
To ensure that the selected phonological processes 
had opportunities to occur in different segment classes, in 
a variety of word positions, and in the same frequency for 
all subjects. The Assessment of Phonological Processes 
(Hodson, 1980) was used. This instrument was selected 
because the elicitation items were assumed to be objects 
with which the children in both groups would be familiar.
PROCEDURE
The subjects were seen individually for a period of 
approximately two hours each by a second year graduate 
student clinician in Communication Sciences and Disorders. 
This clinician was not familiar with the Hmong language or 
the Hmong culture. All procedures were administered in a 
separate room adjacent to the day care center. The ESL 
subjects were selected initially and the information 
regarding entry criteria was obtained in the following 
manner :
1. Age
2. Physical or neurological problems
3. Language proficiency
4. Hearing
5. Motor development
The EFL subjects were selected and information was 
obtained in the following order :
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1. Age
2. Physical or neurological problems
3. Hearing
4. Articulation
5. Language development
6. Motor development
If the subject successfully met the requirements for 
the entry criteria, The Assessment of Phonological Processes 
(Hodson, 1980) was then administered. Following completion 
of this test, a language sample of approximately one hundred 
utterances was obtained from each subject. Stimulus 
materials for the language samples were selected to appeal 
to the interest of each specific subject. The subjects' 
responses obtained on The Assessment of Phonological 
Processes (Hodson, 1980) were transcribed on-line using 
broad transcription techniques. The transcriptions obtained 
were perceptually based by an English speaker not familiar 
with the Hmong language. The test was recorded on a reel- 
to-reel tape recorder (Uher, model 4000) and the language 
sample was recorded on a cassette tape recorder (Sony, model 
TCM 747) using audio cassette tapes (Fuji, FX-1).
MEASUREMENTS
The measurements obtained were the frequency of 
occurrence for each phonological process. Occurrence for any 
given process could be achieved in a variety of ways. For
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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example, the process Cluster Reduction was considered 
present if a subject made substitutions for or omitted 
either or both of the consonants, regardless of whether the 
cluster occurred in the word initial or the word final 
position. Similarly, the process Sonorant Deviation was 
considered present if a subject substituted or omitted any 
of the sonorants within a word. A process was considered to 
be present if it was demonstrated 40 percent or more, and 
was considered absent if it was demonstrated less than 40 
percent.
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
The research design was a two by twenty split plot 
with repeated measures on the last factor. The presence of 
each phonological process was viewed independently of the 
presence or absence on any other phonological process on 
other opportunities.
To stabilize variance and minimize "floor" and 
"ceiling" effects, all scores were arc-sine transformed 
prior to data analysis. To provide additional information 
on an individual's performance on any given phonological 
process, the probability that the performance would occur by 
chance was determined. Specifically, since each opportunity 
(trial) for each phonological process could be scored 
present or absent,' and each trial was independent of the 
other trials, the performance scores for the phonological
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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processes could be viewed as the sum of Bernoulli processes 
which conform to a binomial distribution.
RELIABILITY
As noted previously, each administration of The 
Assessment of Phonological Processes (Hodson, 1980) and 
language sample was recorded on audio tapes. These tapes 
were used for obtaining intra- and inter-observer 
reliability measures.
The Assessment of Phonological Processes was scored 
on-line and two tests from each group were re-scored by the 
examiner for a measure of intra-observer reliability. For 
inter-observer reliability measures, two audio tapes from 
each group were analyzed by an independent observer who was 
familiar with the procedure. In order to provide a refer­
ence for reliability interpretation, the probability of 
chance was also determined using a formula provided by 
(McReynolds and Kearns, 1983). Intra- and inter-observer 
reliability measures, along with the probability of chance 
for each measure, are presented below.
Inter -observer Chance
94. 8 84 .6
EFL Group 92. 4 90
90.6 69. 5
ESL Group 87.5 70 . 4
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Intra-observer Chance
94.4 90
EFL Group 94.8 9 4.5
89.7 74
ESL Group 90.1 74.6
All reliability coefficients were above those obtained by
chance.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
DATA ANALYSIS
Two analyses were used to reduce the data obtained 
from the subjects' performance on The Assessment of 
Phonological Processes (Hodson, 1980). The specific data 
for each subject are contained in Appendix D. The first 
analysis employed a pre-determined criterion production 
level of 40 percent or greater, relative to the total 
possible occurrences for any given process in order to 
establish the presence of a process. The second analysis 
employed a binomial distribution model which enabled each 
process to be compared to the production of remaining 
processes for each subject. The results of these analyses 
are presented in the following sections. The descriptive 
data for each subject consist of sex, age at the time of 
testing, raw scores on the motor subtests of the McCarthy 
Scales of Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 19 72), and mean 
length of utterance (MLU).
PRE-DETERMINED CRITERIA
This analysis was based on a criterion production 
level of 40 percent or greater, relative to the total
19
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possible occurrences for any given process. This criterion 
level was recommended by Hodson in The Assessment of 
Phonological Processes (1980), the instrument employed in 
this study. The total number of possible occurrences for 
each phonological process was determined and each subject's 
use of a given process was converted to a percentage score 
based on the total possible occurrences for that process. 
Table 1 contains the results for each group, using the 
criterion of 40 percent or greater.
An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was originally 
planned to examine the differences between the EFL and the 
ESL groups in their respective production of phonological 
processes at the criterion level of 40 percent or greater. 
However, the data revealed that only a limited number of 
subjects (one in the EFL group and four in the ESL group) 
used processes at the pre-determined level. Therefore, a 
descriptive assessment of the data was considered to be more 
appropriate than an ANOVA. In the discussion which follows, 
the processes are followed by numbers which refer to the 
percent scores for frequency of occurrence for that process.
The EFL group contained one subject who used two 
processes which met the criterion for this analysis.
Subject 5-EFL used Deaffrication 57%. In contrast, the ESL 
group contained four subjects who used processes which met 
the pre-determined criterion level. Subject 5-ESL used 
Cluster Reduction 68% and Sonorant Deviation 61%. Subject
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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This table shows the subjects whose phonological process usage was at or above the 40% 
criterion level. The percentages refer to the number of times the process was produced 
based on the total number of possible opportunities. (Refer to page 11 for explanation of 
abbreviations.}
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 ̂ GROUP 5 75% 57%
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GROUP 5 68% 61%
6 100% 57%
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6-ESL used Deaffrication 100% and Depalatalization 57%. 
Subject 7-ESL used three processes; Cluster Reduction 54%, 
Velar Deviation 54%, and Sonorant Deviation 88%. Subject 8- 
ESL used one process; Velar Deviation 41%.
The four ESL subjects demonstrated five different 
processes. Three of these processes were each used by two 
subjects; Cluster Reduction, Velar Deviation, and Sonorant 
Deviation, while the other two processes were used only by 
one subject. However, the use of three processes from the 
20 processes analyzed in this study was not considered 
indicative of typical performance of the ESL group in 
general.
In summary, one subject from the EFL group demon­
strated processes at the criterion level, and four subjects 
from the ESL group demonstrated processes at the criterion 
level. Two of the processes. Deaffrication and Depalatali­
zation were demonstrated by one subject in each group.
BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
In this analysis, each process was examined by 
comparing production of any given process to the production 
of the remaining processes for each subject. The total 
number of possible occurrences for each of the twenty 
phonological processes used in this study was determined. 
Each subject's use of a process was converted to a 
percentage score based on the total possible occurrences for
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that process- In order to stabilize the variance associated 
with the percentage of occurrence of the processes, all 
percentage scores were arc-sine transformed- The binomial 
distribution model was then used to compare scores with 
varying frequencies of occurrence and to calculate frequency 
of occurrence by chance alone for each process (Thorton and 
Raffin, 1978). In this manner, all twenty processes were 
compared, two at a time, for each subject- A process was 
considered to be used at a significant level when the 
probability of its production, when compared with the 
production of another process was determined to occur by 
chance at .05 or less, the level of confidence used in this 
study. In other words, a binomial distribution model was 
used to calculate the probability levels that two processes 
would occur. When chance probability was determined to be 
.05 or less, the process which had occurred more frequently 
was considered to have been produced significantly- Tables 
showing these probabilities for the phonological processes 
in this study for each subject are located in Appendix E.
Tables 2 and 3 contain the phonological processes 
which were found to be used by each subject in the EFL and 
the ESL group, respectively- The tables also list the total 
number of subjects in each group who demonstrated a given 
process, as well as the total number of processes which were 
used by the individual subjects.
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Table 2
This table lists the processes used by each subject in the EFL group when a binomial 
distribution was used. The total number of processes used by each subject is 
contained in the last row. The total number of subjects who demonstrated a given 
process is contained in the last column. (Refer to page 11 for explanation of 
abbreviations.)
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EFL
SUBJECTS
PD
# of subjects 
demonstrating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 process
SD SD SD SD SD SD SD SD SD 9
PV PV PV PV PV PV PV PV PV 9
CR CR CR CR CR CR CR CR 8
DP DP DP 3
DA DA 2
SR SR 2
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Total # of 
processes used 
by each subject
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Table 3
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This table lists the processes used by each subject in the ESL group when a binomial 
distribution was used. The total number of processes used by each subject is 
contained in the last row. The total number of subjects who demonstrated a given 
process is contained in the last column. (Refer to page 11 for explanation of 
abbreviations.)
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ESL
SUBJECTS
AS
# of subjects 
demonstrating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 process
CR CR CR CR CR CR CR CR CR 9
SD SD SD SD SD SD SD SD SD 9
PV PV PV PV PV PV PV PV PV 9
DP DP DP DP DP DP DP DP 8
SR SR SR SR SR SR SR SR 8
PD PD PD PD PD PD 6
SD SD SD SD SD 5
OSO OSO OSO OSO OSO 5
S S S S S 5
VD VD VD VD 4
DA DA DA DA 4
ATS ATS ATS 3
M M 2
E E 2
1
1
Total # of 
processes used 
by each subject 8 12 11 11 12
U1
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EFL GROUP
Table 2 indicated that the three most frequently 
occurring processes for the EFL group were Prevocalic 
Voicing, Sonorant Deviation, and Cluster Reduction. Pre­
vocalic Voicing and Sonorant Deviation were each used by all 
nine subjects, while Cluster Reduction was used by 8 of the 
subjects. Four other processes were used by three or fewer 
subjects; Depalatalization, Deaffrication. Syllable Reduc­
tion, and Postvocalic Devoicing. Thirteen processes were 
not used by any subject in this group ; Obstruent Singleton 
Omission, Stridency Deletion, Velar Deviation, Stopping,
Affrication, Palatalization, Epenthesis, Metathesis, Assimi­
lation, Articulation Shifts, Backing, Coalescence, and 
Glottal Replacement.
ESL GROUP
Table 3 indicated that three processes were each used 
frequently by all nine subjects in the ESL group; Cluster 
Reduction, Sonorant Deviation, and Prevocalic Voicing. De­
palatalization and Syllable Reduction were each demonstrated 
by eight subjects. Postvocalic Devoicing was used by six 
subjects, while Stridency Deletion, Obstruent Singleton 
Omission, and stopping were each used by five subjects in 
this group. Seven other processes were used by fewer than 
half the ESL subjects; Velar Deviation, Deaffrication. 
Articulation Shifts, Metathesis, Epenthesis, Assimilation,
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and Palatalization. The processes of Affrication, Backing, 
Coalescence, and Glottal Replacement were not used by any 
subject in this group.
BETWEEN GROUPS
The three most frequently occurring processes were 
the same for both the EFL and the ESL groups. Sonorant 
Deviation and Prevocalic Voicing were each demonstrated by 
all nine subjects in each group. Cluster Reduction was used 
by all nine ESL subjects, and by eight of the nine EFL 
subjects. These three processes were the only ones demon­
strated by a majority of subjects in both groups. The 
groups were also similar in their non-use of certain 
processes. The processes of Backing, Coalescence, Glottal 
Replacement, and Affrication were not used by any subject in 
either group.
The two groups were less similar in their number of 
processes used. The EFL group demonstrated seven processes 
altogether, in contrast to the sixteen processes demon­
strated by the ESL group. In addition, the EFL subjects, as 
a group, were very consistent in their use and non-use of 
the various processes. Three processes were demonstrated by 
at least eight of the nine EFL subjects; Prevocalic Voicing 
(9), Sonorant Deviation (9), and Cluster Reduction (8).
Four other processes were used by three or fewer EFL sub­
jects ; Depalatalization (3), Deaffrication (2), Syllable
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Reduction (2), and Postvocalic Devoicing {!). While the ESL 
subjects demonstrated a certain degree of consistency in 
their use and non-use of processes, in general, they 
demonstrated a much wider range of production than did the 
EFL subjects. Nine processes were demonstrated by five or 
more ESL subjects ; Cluster Reduction (9), Sonorant Deviation 
(9), Prevocalic Voicing (9), Depalatalization (8), Syllable 
Reduction (8), Postvocalic Devoicing (6), Stridency Deletion 
(5), Obstruent Singleton Omission (5), and Stopping (5). 
However, seven more processes were used by less than half 
the subjects; Velar Deviation (4), Deaffrication {4), 
Articulation Shifts (3), Metathesis (2), Epenthesis (2), 
Assimilation (2), and Palatalization (1).
In summary, the three most frequently occurring 
processes were the same for both the EFL and the ESL groups; 
Sonorant Deviation, Prevocalic Voicing, and Cluster Reduc­
tion. Four processes which did not occur in either group 
were Backing, Coalescence, Glottal Replacement, and Affrica­
tion . The EFL subjects demonstrated a total of seven 
processes and the ESL subjects demonstrated a total of 
sixteen processes. The EFL subjects were relatively con­
sistent in the overall production of phonological processes, 
while the ESL subjects demonstrated a wider range of 
phonological process production.
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DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION
As part of the entry criteria into this study, the 
five motor subtests of the McCarthy Scales of Children's 
Abilities (McCarthy, 1972) were administered to each 
subject, which resulted in an assessment of motor ability 
for each subject. In addition, a mean length of utterance 
(MLU) was obtained on each subject, which provided an 
approximation of expressive language skills for each 
subject. This information, along with the sex and age at 
the time of testing for each subject is contained in Table 
4. Subjects with the same number are considered a matched 
pair. These data, and how they related to the production of 
phonological processes in the two groups of subjects are 
presented next.
EFL GROUP
Raw motor scores on the McCarthy Scales of Children's 
Abilities (McCarthy, 1972) for the EFL subjects ranged from 
24-44 which was considered to represent varying motor 
skills. The MLUs of the EFL group ranged from 3.8 to 6.2.
A study by Miller (1981) indicated that MLUs above 4.49 are 
not a valid indication of a child's expressive language 
skills and should be viewed with caution. In the present 
study, six of the EFL subjects had MLUs above that level. 
Further, two of the EFL subjects, 4 and 9, had MLUs more 
than one standard deviation below the mean for children of
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Table _4
Subject information on 18 children including sex, 
chronological age, raw scores on the motor subtests of the 
McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 1972) , 
and MLU. Ranges for motor scores and MLU for each group are 
contained in parentheses at the bottom of respective 
columns.
EFL SUBJECTS
Sex Chronological 
Year; Month
1 male 4 ; 6
2 female 4; 11
3 male 4; 3
4 f ema1e 4 ;6
5 male 4;1
6 female 4;5
7 f ema1e 4;5
8 male 4;2
9 mal e 4;8
ESL SUBJECTS
Sex Chronological
RANGE
Raw Score
44
38
30
37
25 
24 
24 
29
26
(24-44)
Raw Score
MLU
5 . 46 
6.2 
4 . 18
4
5
4
5
32
84
8
7
5.18 
3 . 8 
(3.8-6.2)
MLU
Year ; Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
mal e
female
male
female
male
f ema1e
female
male
male
4;7 
5;0 
4;2 
4;8 
4 ;0 
4 ;6 
4;2 
4; 3 
4;7
RANGE
49
37
35
40
21
21
24
31
30
(21-49)
4 . 5 
4 . 5 
2 . 66
3 . 99 
2 . 1 
1.85 
1.4
1. 27
4 . 96 
(1.27-4.96
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their age (Miller, 1981). The EFL subjects had scored 
between the 25-75th percentile on the receptive portion of 
the Northwestern Syntax Screening Test (Lee, 1971) as part 
of the entry requirement into this study which indicated 
normally developing receptive language in these subjects. 
While the MLUs of these subjects varied, the receptive 
language skills of the group were considered to be within 
the range of normal.
In phonological process production, these subjects 
revealed a high degree of consistency, with only minor 
inconsistencies noted. The small amount of inconsistency 
which was noted was largely due to the production of EFL 
subjects 1, 5, 8, and 9 who demonstrated processes which 
were not used by the others. The descriptive information 
indicated that these four subjects are all male, but another 
male subject did not demonstrate processes which had not 
been used by the majority of the group. The MLUs of these 
subjects ranged from lowest to second highest of the group. 
Other subjects who also demonstrated low MLUs did not use 
processes which were not used by the other subjects in the 
EFL group. The motor scores of the four subjects also 
ranged from lowest to highest of the group. Therefore, the 
descriptive data did not reveal any consistent patterns in 
language or motor skills which would account for any 
patterns in phonological process production among subjects 
in the EFL group.
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ESL GROUP
The raw motor scores on the McCarthy Scales of 
Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 1972) for the ESL subjects 
ranged from 21-4 9, which was considered to represent varying 
motor skills. The subjects’ MLUs ranged from 1.27 to 4.96 
which indicated that the English language skills of the ESL 
subjects also varied. Three subjects in this group had MLUs 
above 4.49, the level which Miller (1981) said should be 
viewed cautiously. The data revealed the ESL subjects were 
not as consistent as the EFL group in the use of phonologi­
cal processes, and in addition, subjects 5, 6, 7, and 8 of 
the ESL group used more phonological processes than the 
other subjects in this group. The descriptive information 
did not reveal any indication that phonological process 
production in this group was influenced by age or sex of the 
subjects. Two of the subjects who used more phonological 
processes than the others were female and two were male.
They were neither the youngest nor the oldest in this group. 
However, the descriptive data revealed differences in both 
motor and language skills in those four subjects who used 
more phonological processes than did the other subjects in 
this group. The motor scores of the four subjects were 
among the lowest in the group. Three of these subjects had 
the lowest scores of the group on the McCarthy Scales of 
Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 1972), and the fourth sub­
ject had the fifth lowest score in the group. These four
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subjects also had the lowest MLUs of the group, ranging from 
1.27 to 2.1. These MLUs indicated that these four subjects 
had the lowest level of expressive English language develop­
ment of the group. Therefore, the results of this study 
indicate that both motor and language differences exist 
between the ESL subjects who used more phonological 
processes and those remaining ESL subjects who used fewer 
processes.
MATCHED SUBJECTS
In order to determine whether children of similar 
motor skills but different language skills used the same 
phonological processes, the two groups of subjects were 
matched on age (plus or minus three months), sex, and raw 
scores (plus or minus 5 points) on the motor subtests on the 
McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 1972). 
Table 5 contains information on the use of various processes 
by the matched subjects in each group. The table contains 
the number of processes used by both of the matched sub­
jects, and the number of processes used by neither of the 
matched subjects. These two numbers together determine the 
total number of identical processes either used or not used 
by the matched subjects. The table also lists the number of 
processes which were used by one of the matched pair and not 
the other, which indicated different use of processes 
between the pairs of subjects. To aid in the interpretation
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Table ^
The columns in this table list the number of processes used by both members of a matched 
pair of subjects, the number of processes used by neither member, the total of these two 
numbers, indicating agreement within each pair, and the number of processes used by one 
member of the pair and not the other, indicating disagreement within each pair. Each 
number was transformed to a percentage score which is listed at the right of its
° corresponding column.
(O '
Total Number of Number of
Number of Number of Processes Processes used
Subject Processes Processes Not Used and Not By only one
Pairs Used by Pair % Used by Pair % Used by Pair % Member of Pair %
1 4 2 0 % 11 5 5 % 15 75% 5 2 5 %
2 3 15% 12 6 0 % 15 7 5 % 5 2 5 %
3 3 15% 13 65% 16 80% 4 2 0 %
4 3 15% 14 70% 17 8 5 % 3 15%
5 5 25% 8 4 0 % 13 6 5 % 7 3 5%
6 3 1 5% 9 4 5 % 12 6 0 % 8 4 0 %
7 3 15% 8 40% 11 55% 9 4 5 %
8 4 2 0 % 8 40% 12 60% 8 4 0%
9 4 20% 13 65% 17 8 5 % 3 1 5%
w
35
of these numbers, percentages of agreement and disagreement 
between the matched subjects are also provided in the table.
The results indicate that all of the matched pairs of 
subjects showed agreement on the processes either used or 
not used at least 55 percent of the time, which indicated 
that overall process usage was more similar than dissimilar. 
The percentage of agreement between the matched pairs varied 
from 55-85 percent. A score of 55 percent indicated that 
the matched subjects showed agreement on the same processes 
slightly more than half the time, while a score of 85 
percent indicated that the pairs of subjects were even more 
similar in the processes they used or did not use. The 
subjects who demonstrated 55 percent agreement differed in 
both language and motor skills from those subjects who 
demonstrated 8 5 percent agreement. The percentages of 
agreement which were lowest among the matched subjects were 
demonstrated by the subject pairs 5, 6, 7, and 8. These 
eight subjects (four subject pairs) had motor scores which 
were among the lowest in their respective groups. However, 
the subjects had been matched on motor skills and while the 
low motor skills may have affected the nature of processes 
either used or not used by the pairs, they should not have 
affected the ability of each of the matched pairs of 
subjects to use (or not use) the same phonological 
processes. Therefore, the low percentage of agreement on 
phonological processes used by these four pairs of subjects
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appeared to be due to differences in English language 
skills. As stated previously, the ESL counterparts of the 
pairs 5, 6, 7, and 8 had the lowest MLUs of that group.
This indicated a lower level of expressive English language 
skills in those 4 subjects. Therefore, a major difference 
within each pair was in expressive language skills (as 
indicated by MLU). This indicated that the low percentage 
of agreement in phonological process production demonstrated 
by pairs 5, 6, 7, and 8 was probably due to the differences 
in expressive language skills, rather than to motor skills.
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to examine the 
nature of phonological processes in children learning 
English as a first language as compared to Hmong children 
learning English as a second language. The results of the 
investigation indicated that overall the EFL and ESL sub­
jects demonstrated agreement in both their use and non-use 
of phonological processes more than half the time. Further, 
the results indicated that the use of the same phonological 
processes by the subjects appeared to be more influenced by 
similar English language skills of the subjects than by 
similar motor skills.
In this chapter, the influence of language and motor 
skills on phonological process production are discussed as 
they relate to the results of the present study. Finally, 
limitations of the study, along with suggestions for future 
research are addressed.
LANGUAGE VS. MOTOR INFLUENCE
The consistency of phonological process production by 
the EFL subjects appeared to be related to the similar 
language skills of these subjects. The EFL subjects had
37
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demonstrated normally developing speech and receptive 
language skills as part of the entry requirements of this 
study. Although the MLUs varied among the group, the recep­
tive language skills of the subjects were considered to be 
within the range of normal. The motor skills of the group 
also varied, but as mentioned earlier, did not seem to 
account for the minor inconsistencies in phonological 
process use which were noted within this group. Therefore, 
the consistency of phonological process production appeared 
more closely related to the similar language skills of the 
subjects than to motor skills.
This study indicated a tendency by the EFL subjects 
to use the processes Cluster Reduction (CR), Sonorant 
Deviation (SO), and Prevocalic Voicing (PV). A review of 
the research investigating the nature of phonological 
processes in children learning English as a first language 
revealed contradictions regarding the use of processes by 
normally developing children. Research by Ingram (1981) 
also found that CR, SD, and PV occurred frequently in the 
speech of children who are developing language within normal 
limits. Shriberg and Kwiatkowski (1980) found that CR and 
SD were used by normally developing four year olds, but not 
PV. In contrast, research by Hodson and Paden (1981) 
indicated that only Liquid Deviation (a part of the Sonorant 
Deviation used in this study) occurred in the speech of 
normally developing four year olds, and that CR and PV were
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used by four year old children whose speech was considered 
unintelligible. Depalatalization was used by three of the 
nine subjects in the EFL group, but Ingram (1981) found 
Depalatalization was not used by either normally developing 
or language delayed children. Shriberg and Kwiatkowski 
(1980) did not find Depalatalization in normally developing 
four year olds, while Hodson and Paden (1981) indicated this 
process was used by normally developing four year olds. 
Syllable Reduction (SR) was used by two of the EFL subjects, 
but this process was not found in the speech of normally 
developing children by either Ingram (1981) or Hodson and 
Paden (1981). SR was found to occur in the speech of 
normally developing children by Shriberg and Kwiatkowski 
(1980). The contradictory results from these studies may be 
attributed to several factors. One factor is that the 
studies involved subjects of varying ages. Ingram used 
subjects between 1;5 and 2;2 years. Hodson and Paden's 
subjects were between 4 and 5 years; Shriberg and 
Kwiatkowski reported on processes used by children aged 1 ; 5 
to 4 years of age. Further, these studies do not report 
longitudinal data on phonological process production, so use 
of processes over time is not known.
Another factor contributing to the contradictory 
results is that the various researchers may have used 
different criterion levels to determine the presence or 
absence of a phonological process. For example, in Hodson
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and Paden's {1981) study, the criterion level was not 
stated, although they used Hodson's Assessment of Phonologi­
cal Processes, which employs a 40 percent criterion level. 
The criterion level for determining the presence or absence 
is not stated by Ingram (1981) or Shriberg and Kwiatkowski 
(1980). The need for using a well-defined criterion level 
when examining the production of phonological processes in 
children was addressed by McReynolds and Elbert (1981).
They compared the processes used by the subjects in their 
study on two different criteria; (1) a non-quantitative 
analysis, which stated only that the "child's error conform 
to the description of it" (p. 201), and (2) a quantitative 
analysis using a criterion level of twenty percent. Their 
results revealed that the number of processes decreased 
considerably when quantitative criteria were employed. The 
need to use, and clearly describe a criterion level for 
determining the presence or absence of a phonological 
process is crucial to the establishment of reliable norma­
tive data.
In the present study, two different criteria levels 
were employed, one involving a pre-determined criterion 
level of 4 0 percent, and the other based on a binomial 
distribution model. Hodson (1980) recommended the 40 
percent criterion level as a means of distinguishing between 
children who would require speech and language remediation 
and those who would not. Since normal language development
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was an entry requirement for the EFL subjects, the tendency 
of the subjects not to use phonological processes at or 
above that level was not considered unusual. Process use at 
the 40 percent level was demonstrated by approximately half 
the subjects in the ESL group which indicated that process 
use above that level was not uncommon among the subjects who 
were learning English as a second language. Therefore, the 
40 percent criterion was found to be a reliable means of 
identifying problems in phonological development in children 
who are learning English as a first language. When applied 
to children learning English as a second language, the 40 
percent criterion may be best used to identify children who 
need English language instruction, rather than intervention 
from a speech and language clinician for disordered 
language. Professionals in each community need to decide 
who is best qualified to provide English language instruc­
tion to those children who need it, such as those persons 
trained in English as a Second Language, or perhaps tutors 
from the community, etc. While the 40 percent criterion had 
certain benefits for the present study, it did not allow a 
close examination of the presence of phonological processes 
except at the pre-determined level. The research question 
posed in this study addressed the nature of phonological 
process production in the EFL and the ESL groups. This 
information was best provided by the analysis which was 
based on a binomial distribution model.
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The ESL subjects demonstrated more variation in the 
use of phonological processes than the EFL subjects. Each 
subject in the ESL group used between 6-12 processes, which 
was twice as many as used by the subjects in the EFL group. 
As the descriptive data revealed, the language and motor 
skills of the ESL subjects were varied. Therefore, the 
inconsistency of phonological process production by these 
subjects could appear to be related to either or both 
language and motor skills. However, the subjects who were 
learning English as a first language also had varying motor 
skills, but did not demonstrate as much variation in pho­
nological processes, which indicated that the inconsistency 
noted in the ESL subjects was more likely due to the level 
of expressive language functioning of these subjects than to 
the level of motor functioning per se.
Many of the processes used by both the EFL and the 
ESL subjects appeared to be related to simplification of 
later developing phonemes which are among the last to be 
acquired by normally developing children. For example, 
subjects in both groups demonstrated Cluster Reduction, 
Sonorant Deviation, Deaffrication, and Depalatalization. 
Cluster Reduction and Sonorant Deviation frequently involved 
omission of /I/ or /r/, while Deaffrication and 
Depalatalization involved substitutions for /tj/, /c^/, /J"/ r 
and 73/• These six phonemes have been shown to be among the 
last to be acquired by normally developing children
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(Wellman, et. al., 1931; Tempiin, 1957; Sander, 1972; 
Prather, Hedrick, and Kern, 1975).
However, some of the phonological processes used by 
the ESL subjects cannot be attributed to later developing 
phonemes in English. Some of the processes used by the ESL 
subjects appeared to be related to what is known as 
"interference" in the English as a Second Language litera­
ture (Oksaar, 1975; Rouchdy, 1975; Bergman, 1976; Wode,
1977; Albert and Obler, 1978; Lindholm, 1978; Donegan and 
Stampe, 1979;). Interference is said to occur when aspects 
of the bilingual child's first language "interfere" with the 
acquisition of the second language. Although an in-depth 
analysis of the Hmong language was beyond the scope of this 
study, some aspects of that language are pertinent to this 
discussion. A list of the phonemes and other Hmong language 
characteristics as described by the Center of Applied Lin­
guistics (General Information Series 14) is contained in 
Appendix F. In addition, although the present investigation 
was concerned with the phonological processes used by the 
ESL subjects, a phonetic segment analysis of English sounds 
which were used by the Hmong subjects is contained in 
Appendix G. Interference may have been a factor in the use 
of the process Syllable Reduction by five ESL subjects. 
Information obtained on the Hmong language revealed that it 
does not contain words of more than one syllable. 
Consequently, this aspect of their language may have
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influenced the Hmong subjects to reduce polysyllabic words 
to monosyllables. Several items in The Assessment of Pho­
nological Processes (Hodson, 1980) were used to elicit words 
which consisted of complex polysyllabic words such as 
"screwdriver" or "television." These words appeared to be 
very difficult for the Hmong children to produce. In 
addition to Syllable Deletion, five of the ESL subjects also 
demonstrated Postvocalic Devoicing and Stridency Deletion on 
word final consonants. Information obtained on the Hmong 
language indicated that the only consonant in the word final 
position is /n/. Therefore, this characteristic of the 
Hmong language may have influenced the use of those two 
processes on word final consonants.
The ideal situation for professionals working with 
children who are learning English as a second language would 
be to have a thorough understanding of the child's first 
language (Carpenter, 1983). This would enable the profes­
sionals to be aware of those first language characteristics 
which may be interfering with the child's acquisition of 
English.
As discussed above, some phonological processes used 
by the ESL subjects appeared to be related to developmental 
factors, e.g., Cluster Reduction, Sonorant Deviation, Deaf- 
frication, and Depalatalization. Other processes appeared 
to be more related to interference from the children's first 
language, e.g.. Syllable Reduction, Postvocalic Devoicing,
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and Stridency Deletion. This conclusion is in agreement 
with that of a study on acquisition on second language 
phonology by Hecht and Mulford (1982). They found that 
second language phonological acquisition depends both on 
developmental factors and the child's phonological knowledge 
of the first language. Further research in this area is 
needed.
The results of the present study indicated that all 
of the matched pairs of subjects showed agreement in their 
use and non-use of phonological processes at least half the 
time. The descriptive data revealed that the ability of rhe 
pairs to use (or not use) the same processes appeared to be 
more closely related to similar expressive language skills 
of the pairs, rather than to similar motor skills.
According to the transformational theory of Chomsky 
and Halle (1968), the sounds that children acquire and use 
are determined by the children's linguistic background. The 
consistency and limited use of phonological process produc­
tion by the EFL group were considered to have been related 
to the normally developing language skills of those sub­
jects- The ESL subjects demonstrated a much wider range of 
variability of phonological process use, and again, this 
appeared to be related to the varying expressive English 
language skills of those subjects. Further, the ESL sub­
jects used more processes than the EFL subjects, and this 
appeared to be related to the linguistic background, or
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bilingual characteristics of the Hmong subjects. Finally, 
the ability of the matched pairs of subject to demonstrate 
the same processes, both through use and non-use, appeared 
to be more influenced by language factors than by motoric 
factors. The results of the present study indicated that 
the use of phonological processes is largely influenced by 
linguistic functioning of the children. The findings of 
this study support the transformational theory with regard 
to language acquisition.
Jakobson (1968) proposed that different children 
learning different language follow a similar pattern of 
phonological development due to similarities in motor 
development- Variation in motor skills in both the EFL and 
ESL groups did not appear to influence the use of 
phonological processes by those subjects. The similarity in 
motor skills between the matched subjects may have 
influenced the production of certain phonological processes, 
but did not account for the use of certain other processes, 
thus, the results of the present study did not uniformly 
substantiate Jakobson's claims. Jakobson does not directly 
address age factors in his book Child Language, Aphasia, and 
Phonological Universels (1968), although he emphasized the 
production of childrens' earliest sounds. The subjects in 
the present study were between four and five years of age 
which may be older than the age range to which Jakobson's 
concepts were to be applied.
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Stampe's (1969) theory postulated that children use 
phonological processes during language acquisition to 
simplify the sound system. As the child's language becomes 
more similar to the adult model, the number of phonological 
processes decrease. In the ESL group in this study, the 
greatest number of phonological processes were demonstrated 
by children with the lowest MLUs. Subjects at a higher 
level of language development (as determined by MLU) used 
fewer phonological processes. This aspect of the present 
study's results support Stampe's theory on the use of 
phonological processes in children.
LIMITATIONS IN THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The results of the present study indicated children's 
language skills influence the phonological processes 
employed. The results of the present study would have been 
strengthened by the addition of a third group of subjects 
composed of Hmong children who were matched on the basis of 
language skills to the EFL group. The addition of this 
group would have enabled additional interpretation on the 
influence of language on phonological process use. Also in 
this study, the four ESL subjects who used the most 
phonological processes had both the lowest MLUs and motor 
scores in their group. This may have been coincidence, but 
may indicate that motor skills and language skills are more 
closely related as advocated by Lenneberg (1967). Future
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researchers may wish to examine this relationship by 
comparing an aspect of language production in children with 
varying levels of motor functioning.
The present study would have been strengthened if 
there had been more subjects in each group. The number of 
subjects in this study was small due to the limited number 
of Hmong children who were living in the same geographical 
area and who met the minimum English language entry 
criteria. In addition, some children were eliminated from 
the study due to physical or hearing problems, or because of 
an unwillingness to participate in the study.
If the responses of the subjects had been analyzed by 
a linguist familiar with the Hmong language, additional 
phonological processes probably would have been identified. 
Transcription by an experienced linguist who was familiar 
with Hmong may have allowed the identification of linguisti­
cally influenced processes, and inotorically influenced 
processes. Furthermore, utilization of spectrographic 
analysis of the subjects' responses may have yielded more 
objective (i.e., non-perceptually based) data.
The manner in which words were elicited from the 
subjects may have also influenced the results of the present 
study. Objects from The Assessment of Phonological 
Processes (Hodson, 1980) were used to obtain words as the 
basis from which to assess the presence or absence of a 
phonological process. Although this instrument was
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originally selected because the objects were assumed to be 
those with which the subjects in both groups would be 
familiar, the Hmong subjects seemed to be much less familiar 
with the objects than expected. Although specific data were 
not collected, the examiner had to name items for the ESL 
subjects on numerous occasions. Some of the ESL subjects 
were not able to repeat the label when a carrier phrase 
(e.g., "Now you say it,") was inserted. The selection of 
items with which the Hmong subjects were more familiar would 
have ensured that the words were part of the Hmong 
children's English vocabulary.
The manner in which the processes were defined in The 
Assessment of Phonological Processes (Hodson, 1980) was of 
concern. Certain processes as defined by Hodson included 
too many sounds to be really beneficial for examining the 
children's speech sounds and sound patterns. For example, 
the process of Sonorant Deviation included all deviations 
for /I/ and /r/, glides, nasals, and all vowels. This 
category was so comprehensive that the subjects' actual 
productions of specific phonemes, i.e., liguids, were 
obscured. Another example of a poorly defined process was 
Prevocalic Voicing. This process was used by most of the 
subjects in both groups and appeared to be related to 
coarticulatory aspects which occur normally in speech. For 
example, in The Assessment of Phonological Processes, Hodson 
(1980) targeted the word "sweater" as /swg.t ?/. Most of the
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subjects in this study produced this word as /sw£.d^/, which 
is identical to the general American adult pronunciation. 
Therefore, the use of Prevocalic Voicing in this instance 
should not have been considered abnormal.
GENERAL CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
In conclusion, the results of the present study 
indicated that the subjects who were learning English as a 
■first language and as a second language demonstrated agree­
ment in both use and non-use of phonological processes at 
least half the time. Further, the study found that the use 
of phonological processes appeared to be more closely 
related to the level of language functioning of the subjects 
than to the level of motor functioning. The implications of 
this study are that (1) children learning English as a 
second language tend to use more phonological processes than 
children learning English as a first language, and (2) 
children who are learning English as a second language may 
need instruction in English language proficiency rather than 
speech and language remediation for problems in phonological 
development.
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APPENDIX A
Phonological Processes which have been used by other 
Researchers
Oiler and Warren, 1975
1. Cluster Simplification
2. Final Consonant Deletion 
3- Assimilation
4. Substitution
A. Collapsing of two or more phonetic or phonemic 
categories
B. Devoicing
C. Stopping
Weiner, 1979
1. Syllable structure processes
A. Deletion of final consonants
B. Cluster reduction
C. Weak syllable deletion
D. Glottal replacement
2. Harmony processes
A. Labial assimilation
B. Alveolar assimilation
C. Velar assimilation
D. Prevocalic voicing
E. Final consonant devoicing
F. Manner harmony
G. Syllable harmony
3. Feature Contrast Processes
A. Stopping
B. Affrication
C. Fronting
D. Gliding of fricatives
E. Gliding of liquids
F. Vocalization
G. Denasalization
H. Neutralization
3 2
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Shriberg and Kwiatkowski, 1980
1. Final Consonant Deletion
2. Velar Fronting
3. Stopping
4. Palatal Fronting
5. Liquid Simplification
6. Regressive and Progressive Assimilation
7. Cluster Reduction
8. Unstressed Syllable Deletion
Ingram, 1981
1. Syllable Structure Processes
A. Deletion of Final Consonants
B. Reduction of Consonant Clusters
C. Syllable Deletion and Reduplication
2. Substitution Processes
A. Fronting
B. Stopping
C. Simplification of Liquids and Nasals
D. Deaffrication
E. Deletion of Initial Consonants
F. Apicalization
G. Labialization
3. Assimilation Processes
A. Velar Assimilation
B. Labial Assimilation
C. Prevocalic Voicing
D. Devoicing of Final Consonants
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APPENDIX B
Descriptions of Phonological Processes
Taken from The Assessment of Phonological Processes (Hodson,
1980)
1. Syllable Reduction occurs in a word with tv;o or
more syllables when one or more of the syllables is deleted.
2. Cluster Reduction occurs when one or more 
consonant member(s) of a cluster is omitted.
3. Obstruent Singleton Omission, prevocalic and 
postvocalic. This occurs when an obstruent is omitted, 
either in the prevocalic or postvocalic position.
4. Stridency Deletion occurs when a strident phoneme 
is totally omitted, or when a non-strident phoneme is 
substituted in place of a strident phoneme.
5. Velar Deviation occurs when anterior phonemes 
such as /t/, /d/, /n/, /p/, /b/, or /m/ are substituted for 
the velar phonemes /k/, /g/, and /r̂ /, or when the velar 
phoneme is completely omitted.
6. Prevocalic Voicing occurs when voicing is added 
to a voiceless target phoneme when it precedes a vowel.
7. Postvocalic Devoicing occurs when a voiced target 
phoneme is devoiced.
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8. Glottal Replacement occurs when glottal stops are 
substituted for other phonemes.
9. Backing occurs when velar phonemes or glottal 
stops are substituted for non-back target phonemes.
10. Stopping occurs when stop phonemes are 
substituted for sibilants or liquids.
11. Affrication occurs when affricate phonemes are 
substituted for non-affricates.
12. Deaffrication occurs when affricates are 
omitted, or when other phonemes are substituted in place of 
affricates.
13. Palatalization occurs when palatalization is 
added to target non-palatal phonemes.
14. Depalatalization occurs when other phonemes are 
substituted for the palatal phonemes.
15. Coalescence occurs when another phoneme is used 
in place of two others with whom it shares certain aspects, 
e.g., voicing, place or manner of articulation.
16. Epenthesis occurs when another phoneme is 
inserted between two target phonemes.
17. Metathesis occurs when positions of phonemes or 
syllables are changed.
18. Sonorant Deviations include all deviations or 
substitutions for liquids, nasals, vowels, and glides.
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19. Assimilation includes both regressive and 
progressive assimilation of nasals, velars, labials, and 
alveolars.
20. Articulatory Shifts includes substitutions of
/f , V, s, z/ for /B/ or /of/, frontal lisps, dentalization of 
/t , d , n , 1/ and lateralization of any phoneme.
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APPENDIX C
Description of the Motor Subtests
Taken from the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities 
(McCarthy, 1972)
SUBTEST 9. Leg Coordination
1. Walking Backwards The child walks backward after a
demonstration by the examiner.
Scoring: 2 points for 5 or more steps, each of which
is longer than the child's own foot. The child must 
lift his feet from the floor and his arms should not 
be waved for balance.
1 point for 2-4 steps, for sliding or shuffing steps, 
or poor balance.
0 points for inability to take more than 1 step 
backward.
2. Walking on Tiptoe. The child walks on tiptoe after
demonstration by the examiner.
Scoring: 2 points for good performance (i.e., 5 or
more steps covering a distance of at least 2 feet 
without touching heels to floor).
1 point for partially successful performance (i.e.,
2-4 steps without touching heels to floor, or 5 or 
more steps covering less than 2 feet).
0 points for inability to stand on tiptoe or to cover 
any distance on tiptoe.
3. Walking a Straight Line.. Child walks along a 9 ft
length of tape secured to the floor.
Scoring: 2 points for good balance and all steps on
tape.
1 point for some imbalance and no more than 2 steps 
off tape.
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0 points for poor balance and 3 or more steps off the 
tape.
To receive any credit, the child has to walk the 
entire length of the tape.
4. Standing on One Foot. The child stands on one foot {his
preference) for as long as possible.
Scoring: 2 points for standing on one foot for 10
seconds or more.
1 point for standing 3-9 seconds.
0 points for standing 0-2 seconds.
5. Standing on Other Foot. Child stands on opposite foot
from that in task number 4 for as long as possible.
Scoring: 2 points for standing on one foot for 10
seconds or more.
1 point for standing 3-9 seconds.
6. Skipping. Child demonstates skipping ability on 
command.
Scoring : 3 points if child skips rhythmically using
alternating feet for skipping.
2 points if he skips 2 or 3 times with only one foot 
and not the other.
1 point if he hops on one foot 2 or 3 times.
0 points if he stands still, jumps with both feet 
simultaneously, gallops, or runs.
SUBTEST 10. Arm Coordination
Part I. Ball Bouncing. Child bounces ball with the palm of
one hand, without catching it between bounces, after
demonstration by examiner.
Scoring: The following table was used to convert the
number of bounces to a score.
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Number of bounces Score
15 7
12-14 6
9-11 5
6-8 4
3-5 3
2 2
1 1
0 0
Part II. Beanbag Catch Game.
The child stands at one end of a 9 foot length of 
tape and the examiner stands at the other.
1. The child demonstrates catching ability by 
catching a beanbag with both hands. Three trials. Proceed 
with item 2 only if child catches beanbag at least once.
Scoring: 1 point for each catch (with one or both
hands).
2. The child demonstrates catching with one hand 
(his preference).
Scoring: 1 point for each catch.
3. The child demonstrates catching with the opposite
hand.
Scoring : 1 point for each catch.
Part III. Beanbag Target Game
Target is placed on floor 6 feet from child, at a 45 
degree angle.
1. Child throws beanbag through target with one hand 
(his preference). Three trials.
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Scoring: 2 points for each time the beanbag, thrown
by the preferred hand, goes through the hole or hangs 
in the hole without going through.
1 point for each time the beanbag, thrown by the 
preferred hand, hits the target board but does not go 
in the hole.
If the beanbag touches the wall or floor and then 
hits the target, the trial is scored 0.
SUBTEST 11. Imitative Action
1. Child crosses feet at the ankles upon
demonstration and prompting by the examiner.
Score: 1 point for correct imitation, regardless of
which foot is on top.
2. Child folds hands on the table upon demonstration
and prompting by the examiner.
Score : 1 point for correct imitation, regardless of
which thumb is on top.
3. Child twiddles thumbs (rotates them) upon 
demonstration and prompting by the examiner.
Score: 1 point for correct imitation
4. Child looks through paper tube upon demonstaticn
and prompting by the examiner.
Score: 1 point if the child picks up the tube with
one or both hands and looks through it with one eye 
(either right or left). The covering paper must be 
touching or almost touching his face.
0 points for any other response,
SUBTEST 12. Draw-a-design
1. Child draws a circle approximately 1 inch in
diameter after demonstration by examiner.
Scoring criteria : Score 1 if both of the criteria
are met.
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Score 0 if only one {or neither) of the criteria is 
met.
A. The drawing is a curved figure, even if heart 
shaped, apple-shaped, etc. It may be a circle that 
wraps around itself, or one where the starting 
and/or finishing points lie outside the circle.
Do not credit a circle which contains scribbled 
lines.
B. The circle is at least 3/4 closed.
2. The child draws a vertical line, approximately 1-
1/2 inches long after demonstration by the examiner.
Scoring criteria; Score 1 if both of the criteria 
are met.
Score 0 if only one (or neither) of the above 
criteria are met.
A. The line is approximately vertical (i.e., it 
varies from the vertical by not more than 30 degrees) 
but it may be slightly curved or broken.
B. The line measures at least 1/4 inch and is no 
longer than twice the length of the examiner's 
sample.
3. The child draws a horizontal line approximately
1-1/2 inches long after a demonstration by the examiner.
Scoring criteria: Score 1 if both the criteria are
met.
Score 0 if only one (or neither) of the criteria are 
met.
A. The line is approximately horizontal (i.e., it 
varies from the horizontal by not more than 3 0 
degrees) but it may be slightly curved or broken.
B. The line measures at least 1/4 inch and is no 
longer than twice the length of the examiner's 
sample.
4. The child draws a right angle on a page which has 
a model of a right angle on it.
Scoring criteria: If all three of the minimum
criteria are met, the drawing receives an initial 
credit of 1 point.
If only two (or less) or the above criteria are met, 
the score is zero.
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Minimum criteria
A. The angle is within the range of 70-110 degrees.
B. At least one line is straight.
C. Any gap or overlap at the intersection does 
not exceed 1/8 inch.
Additional scoring criteria: If all three of the
additional criteria are met, the drawing receives 1 
additional point, making a total score of 2 points.
If only two (or less) or the Additional Criteria are 
met, give no additional credit; the score remains 1 
point.
Additional criteria
A. The angle is approximately 90 degrees.
B. The lines are about the same length (i.e., one 
line is no more than 1-1/2 times as long as the 
other), and both lines are straight.
C. The figure is positioned approximately like the 
model, i.e., any existing rotation is less than 30 
degrees.
5. The child draws a figure of three intersecting
lines on a page which has a model of the figure on it.
Scoring criteria: If all of the minimum criteria are
met, the drawing receives an initial credit of 1 
point.
If only two (or less) of the minimum criteria are 
met, the score is zero.
Minimum criteria
A. There are 5 to 8 rays.
B. The rays form an asterisk-like pattern, whether 
drawn with intersecting lines, with rays meeting at 
a central point, or with rays drawn to the central 
portion of a straight line.
C. The rays are fairly straight.
Additional scoring criteria: If all three of the
additional criteria are met, the drawing receives 1 
additional point —  making a score of 2 poinrs.
Additional criteria
A. There are exactly 6 rays of about the same 
length, i.e., the longest ray is not more than twice 
the length of the shortest ray.
B. The 6 angles are fairly equal, i.e., there is no 
angle more than 90 degrees or less than 30 degrees.
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C. The drawing is constructed from 3 intersecting 
lines which meet - or almost meet - at a single 
point.
6. The child draws a figure of two intersecting
circles with a small line at the intersection on a page
which has a model of this figure on it.
Scoring criteria; If all of the minimum criteria are 
met, the drawing receives an initial credit of 1 
point.
If only two (or less) of the above criteria are met, 
the score is zero.
Minimum criteria
A. There are two intersecting circular or oval 
shapes. They may be poorly drawn but must be more 
curved than angular. One shape may be much larger 
than the other.
B. The area of overlap created by the intersection 
is no larger than the remaining portion of either of 
the shapes.
C. At the area of overlap, there are no 
embellishments such as small circles. There is no 
penalty if the short horizontal line is missing or is 
drawn vertically. Nor is there a penalty if an extra 
line is added.
Additional scoring criteria
If all four of the additional criteria are met, the 
drawing receives 2 additional points - making a 
score of 3 points.
If two or three of the additional criteria are met, 
the drawing receives 1 additional point - making a 
score of 2 points.
If only one (or none) of the additional criteria is 
met, give no additional credit; the score remains 1 
point.
A. The 2 intersecting shapes are well drawn and 
are more nearly circular than oval.
B. The 2 intersecting shapes are of approximately 
equal size.
C. The area of overlap is markedly smaller than 
the remaining portion of either of the shapes.
D. A short horizontal line approximately bisects 
the area of overlap, is largely contained within 
it, and no other lines are drawn in that area. 
Furthermore, this horizontal line —  if extended
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across the entire figure —  would divide each of the 
circles into approximately equal halves.
There were three other figures in this subtest, but 
none of the subjects was able to gain any points from their 
drawings, and therefore, those three figures will be omitted 
from this appendix.
SUBTEST 13. Draw-a-child
The child draws the figure of a person upon request
from the examiner. Each part of the figure is scored
individually, and these scoring criteria are listed below.
HEAD. 2 points ; there is a head and its general 
shape is that of an oval in a vertical position —  
that is, with its height greater than its width. 1_ 
point ; there is a head but it does not resemble an 
oval in a vertical position. Typical 1 point 
responses are circles, and ovals in a horizontal 
position. Also give 1 point for irregularly-shaped 
closed figures. £ points : if no head is indicated.
HAIR. 2 points ; Hair is indicated on the head and
is neatly drawn, even if not shaded in. 1̂ point :
Hair is indicated but is not drawn neatly. Give 1 
point even if crudely drawn. 0 points : no hair is
indicated.
EYES. 2 points ; There are two eyes (one if face
is in profile), and each eye shows either eyebrows, 
lashes, or pupils. I point : There are two eyes, but
no eyebrows, lashes, or pupils. Give 1 point to dots 
or any other crude representation of eyes. 0 points ; 
Only one eye is indicated (in a full-face drawing), 
or there are no eyes, or there are more than two.
NOSE. 2 points ; There is a nose and it is shown
in two dimensions, the line indicating the height 
being longer than the width of the tip. JL point ; A 
nose is shown in either one or two dimensions. Give 
one point to a dot or any other crude representation 
of a nose, or a two-dimensional nose with the height
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not longer than the width of the tip. 0 points: no
nose is indicated.
MOUTH. 2 points : there is a mouth, and 1 or 2
lips are clearly indicated.1̂ point: there is a
mouth, but lips are not shown. £ points : no mouth
is indicated, or there is only a dot where the mouth 
should be.
NECK. 2 points : there is a neck, indicated by
two vertical lines, and its outline is continuous 
with that of the head or the truck or both. If the 
neck joins a collar or a dress, it is considered to 
be continuous with the trunk, and it therefore 
deserves 2 points. 1_ point ; there is a neck, shown 
by either one or two lines, but it is not continuous 
with either the head or the trunk. In the case of a 
stick figure, give 1 point if a neck and shoulders 
are both present. 0̂ points : no neck is indicated.
TRUNK. 2 points : there is a trunk and its length
is clearly greater than its width. point ; there 
is a trunk, but its length is not clearly greater 
than its width. 0̂ points : no trunk is indicated.
ARMS AND HANDS. 2 points : there are two arms
and two hands. Hands may be indicated in any manner. 
1 point : there are two arms, but no hands. ^
points : only one arm is indicated, or there are no
arms, or there are more than two.
ATTACHMENT OF ARMS. 2 points : two shoulders and
arms are clearly indicated; the arms are two- 
dimensional and are attached at the appropriate 
places. 2 point : Arms, but no shoulders are
indicated; the arms, even if only uni-dimensional, 
are attached to the upper part of the trunk at 
approximately the correct points. 0 points : 
the attachment of both arms does not meet any of the 
above criteria.
LEGS AND FEET. 2 points; there are two legs and 
two feet. Feet may be indicated in any manner. 1̂ 
point : there are two legs, but no feet (or only one)
are indicated. 0 points : only one leg is indicated
(unless the figure in profile), or there are no legs, 
or there are more than two.
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APPENDIX D
Raw Data on Subjects' Responses Obtained on The Assessment of 
Phonological Processes (Hodson, 1980)
EFL Subject 1
Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle
chair
cowboy
hat
crayons
three
black
green
yellow
doll
feather
fish
flower
fork
glasses
glove
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/£ a'p f ec 0 / 
/bao-sk^+Z 
Zbt^Z/ K 5«L n d ! /
/kn boi haojh/ 
/kauboiji ae.t/
/kreianz/ /kr e.0 anz./ 
/ G - r L /
/  b I
/ q r C r \ /
Zjllo/
Zf6 ??'/ 
/f-c/Z1 -Aixiop̂ / 
/■Ço^k./
/g I 3C.5 9 2 /
/^Ar\/
/b 3€,r\̂ Z 
/h<7 3^s/
Z&?pleinZ
Zbaiskit/
/hsc{/
Zk d c in d l/
z y
/GriZ 
Zbl ao-kZ 
ZgrinZ 
Zj&lo/ 
ZdalZ 
Zf t3?y 
Z fi/ZZf lauw;r/ 
Zf 33̂ kZ 
Zgl ae-sizZ 
Zgl A vZ 
ZgAnZ 
Zh âd.f\3*/ 
Zhb^sZ
ZOIsk jubzZ/dXS kjuh^./ 
Zd^/xmproupZ^/^y^AP ropZ
zrifz ziifz
Zm at skZ Zm 3G.S kz
ZmauGZ ZfhBh ©Z
/^mu'z.xkbûksZ ZmjuzIk^aksZ 
ZnouzZ Zno-2-Z
page 
quarter 
rouge 
rug 
Santa 
Claus 
screw­
driver 
shoe 
sled 
smooth 
snake 
soap 
spoon 
spring 
squirrel 
star 
string 
sweater 
tel e- 
vision 
that 
thumb 
tooth­
brush 
truck 
tub 
vase 
watch 
yoyo 
zipper
ZpeldjZ /ceid%/ 
Zkwo^t^Z Zkorcî^Z
ZrujZ / r u z /
ZrAgZ ZrAqZ,ZsAna kiazZ 
/ s  acnta,klozZ
ZlkrM cràLMj".Zskrudraiva'Z 
/ J W  /f"/ ,/sled/ / - i l t d , -
Zsmu D'Z
ZsneikZ 
ZsoupZ 
ZspunZ 
Zsprlr^Z 
ZskwH'lZ 
Zst aa*Z 
ZstrI«jZ 
ZswetzZ
rn It ̂ Z 
ZsneZ k y  
/ s o p /  
/spun/ 
Zsprr aZ 
Zskwî !.' 
/sta ̂ Z 
Zs+rxj '
Zs'̂ 'é.aj'Z
Z+tiavx^an/Ztela.vl^an/
za%tz z^bof/
Ze^mZ /©ArvvZ
Z tuebrA Z Z /4-u©brA/ 
ZtrAkZ /kcA kZ ̂  
ZtAbZ /^+AbZ 
ZveisZ . VebsZ 
Zwat/Z , V a+sZ 
/  joujcruZ/io^ip/ 
ZzIp^Z Zzr p3^Z
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle
chair
cowboy
hat
crayons
three
black
green
yellow
doll
feather
fish
flower
fork
glasses
glove
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/h atska+y 
/b£d/
/kakoo hack/ 
/kauboih %.t/ 
/kreisnz/ /kre.ùjan/
/gyplein/
/b3&sklt/
/btd/
/kjioidl/
/tjta*/
/©ri/ 
/bla<Lk/ 
/grin/
/j&lou/
/dal/
/f£.<?̂ /
/fir /
/f lauwa*/
/fo^k/
/gl<?Q_sIz/
/glAv/
/gAn/
/hacjja*/
/hP^s/
/eri,/
/k 1 3<tk/
/urin/
/| t-lou./
/da lu/
/ f & of 3̂ /
/-Çl au-tô *-/ 
/■f 03* k/
/d I 3C.Z92/ 
/g(A.v% / 
XgA r\ / 
/Keûr^3«/ 
/bdpy si/
/ D i s k  j u b z /  / 5 T S  kj u.b/ 
/d^Amproup/^yuwptn rop/
/Ilf / / Iw
/m az.sk/ Xmdts/
/mau0/ /mdu.©/
/m j uz lkbaks//rv\u-sx k k a k s /  
/nouz/ /no::./
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peidj/ /pecc/3/
/kwo^t^y ykoyda*/
/ruj/ / r U3 / 
/rAg/ /rAg/
/Sdehf^kUz/ 
/s 3<Lnt9 kloz/
/s krud ràtuD̂ /' 
/skrudraiv^/
/s mu S’/
/SM tùk>
/spun/
/sptrrfN/
/s K u> t //
/s+A3* / 
/5+rrr)/ 
/Swécrl?'/
/fu/
/sled/
/smu 3f/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/sprig/
/skw3'l/
/stu3/
/strig/
/sw&t^/
/telavlzan/ 
/â-aet/ /a-aef/ 
/©A m/ / m  /
/tuebr/^/
/trAk/ /frAk/
/tAb/ /+-A b /
/veis/ /sjçjos,/ 
/Watj^/ /LOAt// 
/joujou/ /jojo/ 
/zlp^/ /^rpD(/
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Wo rd Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
ye1low 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/b ed/ 
A^beje\o/
/f
/KaboC hdiu^/ /kauboihaa_t/
/kreienz/ /kr^anz./
/£j^plein/
/baesklt/
/b6d/
/k3C-ndl/
/Gri/
/bl a«_k/ 
/grin/
/ j &lou/ 
/dal/
/f
/fIJ /
/f lauw^/ 
/fOZrtk/
/frC/
IdO-k/ 
rûn/ 
A h i o  / 
/dal/
/ ft. /
/ g l ^ s l z /
/gL\v/ / 4 k v /
/gAn/ Æ/in/
/hatny/
/hD3is/ / h o é * - % i /  
/Olskjubz//^s k ^it^/ 
/d-̂  A.mproup/f^ yiiKù rop/
/ I l f /
/ma<Lsk/ /m.aek5/ 
/mau0/
/iw.U^i:khaks//mjuzlkbaks/
/nouz/ /n<?2./
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peid3/ 
/kw<::0^t^
/ru?/ /riKd^/ 
/rAg/ TA g /
/SdÇjnskîaz/
/sac_ntakluz/
/skrudrarv'â //skrudraiv^V
/Ju/ / f u /
/sltd/
/smua'/
/ sneik/ /'sne.ùk/ 
/soup/ /sop/ 
/spun/ /.pun/ 
/sprig/ /przg/ 
/skw3"l/ /skyf/ 
/sta«3̂ / /sba^/ 
/Strig/ y/,+fXrj/ 
/sw&ty/ /lujfcd^/ 
/tfi-lavlxan/
/ 3 t>qX /  ./sa-f-/ 
/©Am/ /ê’A-Kv./
y4-u.6 brA / /
/tu6brA r/ 
/trAk/ /hPAk/ 
/tAb/ .4y\.b/ 
/veis/ y/eu&/ 
/watj/ /^uA+f/ 
/joujou/, g ojg/
/ Z I p<3T</
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane 
basket 
bed 
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
ye1low 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/é^p!eCr\/
/bdeska-f/ 
/ b ^ d /
/K(xhùu\\èQjr /  /kauboihac^t/
/krei^nz/ /k.renz /
A^^plein/
/ba<LskIt/
/b&d/
/ka<Lndl/
/tjg^/
/eri/
/bl3Q,k/
/grin/
/ j&lou/ 
/dal/
/f
/flj-/
/f lauwjy" 
/f02fk/
/gl axLsIz/
/glAv/
/g^n/
/h 8C-A3y 
/hozfs/
/erû/
/'L/ac.k/
. r L n X 
10 /
/-f
/fr // ^
/-fo3^k/ 
/̂ laa.6az. /
/q A n/
/olsk jubz / /aX5 kj uk /
/dzAmproup/z^jAwv-prop/
/Ilf/ /|Lf/
/matsk/ /wvâ Sik./ 
/mau©/ /AvakS^/
/musck k&ks/ 
/mjuzlkbaks/
/nouz/ /
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/ko:s>'d^
/TA^y 
/sSQjrid̂ -kk-z. 
/s âc.rit» klgz/
/ske\<irdZV^/ 
/skrudraiv^/
/peid5/ 
/kwJB't^^y 
/rxiy 
/rAg/
/ r  u/ 
/sled/ 
/smuâ/ 
/sneik/ 
/soup/ 
/spun/ 
/sprig/ 
/skwJl/ 
/staa/
yc(^/ , A i g ^ y
/Snvuv/
/s<?p/ 
y  5 pu»v/
/ s.prjn/ 
/sku?3'7y 
y  S+-A2A/ 
/strik)/ /s+rxn/ 
/sWt-t̂ V' <5^/
/t&levl%an/
/a"a<zt/ /c:(a(L+y
/©Am/ y<9A»vv/
/tuGbr A j"
/trAk/ /-htKk  ̂
/tAb/ /4a b/ 
/veis/ /vtus/ 
/wat_f/ /wAjj"/ 
/ j O U j O U / Z j o j o /
/zlp^/ 4 /
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle
chair
cowboy
hat
crayons
three
black
green
yellow
doll
feather
fish
flower
fork
glasses
glove
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/j'/plein/
/b^sklt/
/bad/
/kaandl/ /K.aojvct al /  
/tjg/^/ /+s e 9^/
/kauboih^ t//kaboG Kad-/ 
/kreianz/ /
/ e r i /
/black/
/grin/
/ j clou/ 
/dal/ 
/f&a'a/ 
/flj/
/f lauw^/ 
/foa^k/
/gla&siz/
/glAv/
/gAn/
/h
/hoafe/
/bfadc/
/àa//
/f6 àry/
/fis/
/f IdU U ) ^ /
wn y/
^ /
/:? I s k j ub z//àrs kju bz /
/dj^mproup/^rnprop/
/m aa s k/ /*K»csk/ 
/mau©/ /Mdu^/
/  nn.iU2.xkb<xks/ 
/mjuzlkbaks/
/nouz/ /nc-z/
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peid3/
/kwoa^t^/
/ruj/
/rAg/
/''pef-c. 2 •
/ru-fs/
/rA‘1/
t j/5fen-̂è.< AZ
/s aantsklzjz/ 
/skrudraiv^
//u/
/sl&d/
/smu^/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/sprir)/
/skws"!/
/stu^/
/strir)/
/swctaY
/'S(A/
/bneCk/
/sapy' 
iprrn/
yfôfrx^ / 
/N/avrzar/
/%
/tel svl^^an/ 
/ c ^ a a t /  / c l a a f /  
/9a m/ /Oa»vv/
/tuebrAy //-hxGiarAs/ 
/trAk/ z/rAk/
/ t A b /  /+/^b/
/veis/
/waty/
/joujou/ /','c/
/zlp^/ /z.r
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
ye1low 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/ ^ l e i n /  /55‘fJcln/ 
/baeskit/ /bats 
/htd/ y^btcl/'
/ k M  ndl/ Xkatnd! //1 J / f j ^ e  ^  /
/kBLuhoih3JLt//Koiboihac.-i-/ 
/kreianz/ /Krd^z./ 
/<9rù//6ri/
/blaek/
/grin/
/j tlou/ 
/dal/
/feJoi?V
/fij//flauw^/
/fo^k/
/gl<% siz/
/glA.v/
/g/vn/
/haen^/
/ho3%/
/blatk /
7d  a I / 
/fé.
/£l5uu?^/ 
/\02>' !</
/%/vkv/
/Kaoi^/
yh(p^^/
/^Isk jubz/ySlsI^ü.Lz./' 
/dTAraproup/^ï;Am<3rop/
/Ilf/ A lI/
/m ac.sk/ /macsk/ 
/maue/ / mau.©/
/mjuzlkbaks/*
/nouz/ / Ho-z /
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peidj/
/kwoafca/
/ruj/ /
/rAg/
/sac_nt»kloz/ 
/skrudraivaY
/fu/
/sled/
/smu^/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/sprir)/
/skwzl/
/sta^
/striK]/
/
)ec!A 
Anei-k^''A■sop
,  ISpu-n/ 
/Éprtm ■'
/
/s4-rr/\/
/sw£t^/ /Stx;eè&L/
/ft h/telsvi^an/ 
/$%.t/ '^/5’ôiê.t'/
/^Am/ /i^Arw/
/f-u© krA // 
/tuGbrAf/
/trAk/ /-KA k/
/tAb/ //-Ah/
/veis/  ̂(, els/ 
/watj / /vocÂ.î / 
/joujou//je,// 
/zIpX/ y&zpjc,/'
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle
chair
cowboy
hat
crayons
three
black
green
yellow
doll
feather
fish
flower
fork
glasses
glove
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/e^plein/ 
/b SAsklt/ 
/btd/ 
/kadndl/ 
/tjé-a*/
/c>t «Crx ■ 
/b^skt+/ 
/bfer'y 
//CXugij /
/kauboihatLt/ikabot hdJtà'/
/krei^nz/ ,/kr3c.n^/ 
/Gri/ /-Çrù /
/b 1 %,k/ /b I / 
/grin/ /c?ri.n./
/j 6,1 ou/ /(É,îp/
/dal/ /aa(/
/f
/ f i r / /fi^/ ^
/flauw^/ /̂ âuLoat
/ f 33ik/ y-Ço2i^k/
/g 1 <^s I z / /i? /ae s a x /  
/glAv/ / ÿkv/
/gAn/ /̂ Arv /
/haanai/ /Ket̂ OcfS**-/' 
/ho3fe/ / k o ^ & y
/Disk jubz//à£skjub2  /
/dyv mpr ou p//:f >y\ r*vpT£?p/ 
/Ilf / /IÛV/
/msQ-sk/ /mdutusk/
/mau6/ /mâ-w-€>/
/M-U^xk. b<xks/ 
/mjuzlkbaks/
/nouz/ / n o % /
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peid^/
/kwoaM:^/ , 'Kc>^c.2>̂ 
/ru^/ /
/rAg/ /r/K^ /A
yién k̂lat 2, ' 
/s ae^nta-klaz/
/̂ kru.drai\/eî /
/skrudraivg/ 
/fu/ Xfy / 
/sl&d/ 
/smu<^/ /srKu.v'/ 
/sneik/
/soup/ /scp / 
/spun/ . spurt, ' 
/sprin/ / s p r iV i /  
/skwyl/ /skuij'T/ 
/stfl^/ /s+A^^y 
/strig/ /s4rrn / 
/swetT»»/ /swfeds^/
/telavny?n/
/(5'aei/ 
/^Am/ yéUftv/ 
f / 
/tuQbrA r /
/trAk/ ,/frAk/
/tAb/ ,/+Ab/
/veis/ ,/veù5 / 
/watJ / ./wA-fÿ/ 
/joujou//jcic>/ 
/zlp^/ y i x p  ^
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane 
basket 
bed 
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
yellow 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/é^plein/
/ba«-sklt/
/b & d /
/kaeridl/
/tj6c3</
/^a^s k ^ + y  
X b s d y
/+rg /
/kauboihaç^t/ 
/kreisnz/ /krMf\% / 
/erc/
/  b i^siky 
y^ rcA/
I /
/fe, 3"^ /  
/fi
/eri/ 
/blac-k/ 
/grin/
/j&lou/ 
/dal/
/f
/flj /
/f lauwaV'
/fosmk/
/glat^Iz/
/glAv/
/g>vn/
/h ao-nay 
/ho3%/
/ f  r/u'//
/yf Ac /
I aiLz. a:z.,
y
/
/Disk jubz/y^IS lcju,b 2. /
/dssA mpr oup//:(^,^xA rep /  
/ l i f /  /K fy J
/m a<Lsk/ ym.<xs k /
/mau©/
/mjuzIkbaks/,//KUSi:^baks ̂  
/nouz/ îr\c>:2 '
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/pei<^/ '
/ruj/ /rui-̂  /
/rAg/ /r/vg /
/s s^nt^klD z/
/'skrud ràlvĴ '' 
/skrudraiv^/
/s U i . ''
/smu
/sne^k./
/S<pp,
pun/
/
/ J u /
/sitd/
/smu‘3'/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/  ̂
/sprir)/ y priA 
/skws-l/ /s!<r{/ 
/sta^/
/strlq/ A t n  n/ 
/swetj'/ Au;>£<rr̂
/të-la vl%an/ 
/a%t/ /
/©Am/ yl5/n%/
ydu^drA/ 
/tuebrAj /
/trAk/ /-frAk/
/ t A b /  /f a S /
/veis/ /(fCc  ̂
/ w a t j  /  /v o o ij j /  
/ j o u j o u / / , oj<?/
/zlp^/ /zip^n/
/ /
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane 
basket 
bed 
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
yellow 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/saplein/ 
/b da skit/ 
/btd/
/k %ndl/ 
/ t  y /  '
/
Li
/
/kauboih%.t//j^6ockWl/ 
/kreignz/ / kr ALuz/
/eri/
/bl at k/ 
/grin/
/ j&lou/ 
/ d a l /  
/f&3^/ 
/ f i y  /
/f lauwa*/ 
/f ayk/
/glatsiz/
/glAv/
/gAn/
/\\3o.r̂ y/
/hoa*s/
/ Ù / 
/  (s Î at-k./ 
/âft n/
/ f 4- /"/
/f 03* k./
/f |A\// 
/^AA/
/k
/!l 03^6/
/pisk jubz//"%rs kja-tiz/
/ A mproup/^ rpp/ 
/ l i f /  / t i f f /
/matsk/ .-̂ tKdJLsk/
/maue/ /KM.&U.6'/
/mjuzIkbaks/V|usxk bAKs,
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/riv-2. ̂  
/
/peidj/
/kw^^a^ta/
/ru3/
/rAg/ /rAj/
/s3JU(kUz / 
/satnt klo z/
/èkriidrà<t/d̂ /
/skrudraiva'/
//u/
/ s l & d /  Z s k c f /
/smu<3y /
/sneik/ /suck/ 
/Sop //soup/
/spun/
/sprig/
/skwji/
/st
/strig/
/sw&t^/
/ S p  U-a /
/ S+<* 2̂  / 
/ £+rI
/nouz/ /h.0 z /
/4t/svr̂ SA/ /t&lavl^a n/ -7
/^at^/-' ./?acf/
/©Am/ /ÛAn\/
/+U0b CA /tuebrA//
/trAk/ ,'4r-Ak/ 
/tAb/ //Ail/
/veis/ /vCjs/
/ w a t/ / /'"k jxf//
/joujou/ /fljo/
/Zipy/ /zrfpi /
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane //a'plein/ Z&P iCC A  / page
basket /bac skit/ /la Acaksjt/' quarter
bed /btd/ /b£.d/ rouge
candle /k amdl/ rug
chair /tj&a*/ Santa
cowboy Claus
hat /kauboiha^ t//k^oc kàAJr/ screw­
crayons /kreianz/ .'•''k.rf.A/ driver
three /eri/ y ̂ -r L / shoe
black /bl%k/ /b latJc/ sled
green /grin/ /a Vo on/ smooth
yellow / j&lou/ Aeio/ snake
doll /dal/ soap
feather /f ja*/ spoon
fish /fiy / spring
flower /flauway yÇl'àvLVûâ̂ /' squirrelfork /f oa-k/ k / starglasses /glatsiz/ /"a a 1 ats / stringglove / g l x v v /
/ ^ A  n /
/n 3>-/
sweater
gun / g A n / tele­
hanger /h ae g^/ 
/hpys/
vision
horse that
ice thumb
cubes /j?Iskjubz/ /rttrl<;uts/ tooth­
jump brush
rope /<^A mproup/^Awp rop/ truck
leaf /Ilf/ tub
mask /mat sk/ /tn xJts / vase
mouth /maue/ /Jm i.u-P/ watch
music yoyo
box /mjuzIkbaks/Zmostk zipper
nose /nouz/ Z h o % /
/peidj/ .
/kwos't^/
/ruj/ /ruclj /
/rAg/ /'rx^/
/ b ^ /
/s aent9 klr> z/
/skrudraiv^
/J u/
/sl&d/
/smu^y 
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/sprig/
/skwri/
/staai*/
/strig/
/SW£t^/
J/$lëd "
, ■S VK a V' /
-'̂s n e L /<•
' / cp ''. SpiirL /
' S pr r A /
<ikwy/x
/ / 
ys+flA/
/+£vE2.£ nz / 
/tela vijsn/
/c^5>«L,t/ xii 3tt/
/ê'Ain/ . /
/tuebrAj //m+brAf/ 
/trAk/ /■f-t'Ak/'" 
/tAb/ .-'̂-bAb/
/veis/ /vti, & / 
/watj/ .'WA.fr / 
/joujou/ .Jo y /
/zlp^/
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
yellow 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/fc^-plein/ 
/b ̂ sklt/ 
/btd/ 
/kaendl/ 
/tj€^ /
eta/
/kauboih^t/Zlc^boL Keva-/kreianz/ 
/eri/ 
/bl3ek/ 
/grin/
/jalou/ 
/dal/ 
/ f € , W  
/ f I J  /
/flauwy/
/ f:7ack/
/gls»e siz/
/glAv/
/gAn/
/ha&^y/
/hP2̂ s/
y&rL /
/b /
Z<îr t rt- ^
Æ W /
/b
XT I 'h LL2̂  /
/jpoa^k/
,  J ! ats 3:2./ 
ya^nx/A* '/ hti- Y\7>̂ '
/C)Isk jubz/  ̂Kjl' k /
/drAmproup//dKAmp*-(»p /
/Ilf/ ,,4up/
/msesk/ Z mjics/
/ma ue/ -Za &VL-P ̂
/mjuzIkbaks/''Miia2rk 
/nouz/ /nc-2 /
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peidjj/
/kwo^ t^/
/ruj/
/rAg/ /rA^ /
43tAkla21./
/s <?e.nt&klD z/
/•skuJ 
/skrudraiv,^/
/yu/
/ s i t  d/
/smu <3'/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/sprlf)/
/skwrl/
/sta^
/strin/
/SW6t3/
k/
/s»p/
/% pun /
Zspr^/ 
^kw3-a //
Xs+t-î  /
/tflavljen/
/.J?<3e.t/
/^Am/ 1"^
/tuebrA//
/trAk/ Z+rdiJA/ 
/tAb/ ZfA-b/
/veis/ /
/vistj'/ Z iocl-K / 
/joujou/ '
/zip//
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
yellow 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/f^plein/
/ba%.sklt/
/b&d/
/kaendl/
/baaikrt*/ 
/\>t/ 
/k.'jOÂétO'Z. /
/kauboih act//̂ (%_b'?i hajL-h/ 
/kreianz/ /ksbty^/
/ 0r i/ /■\-'rC/
/bl a«_k/ /blaUc/
/grin/ Airck/
/ j&lou/ /jUo/
/dal/ /^^//
/f&9i^/ /fe 33^2./
/f ij / /P±r/
/flauwtf^/ /•fHsuLo^/ 
/foark/ /
/gl at-slz/ /qldtLŝ 'z- / 
/gl/w/ /q /
/ gA,n/ /
/h
/hoar's/ Xh 02f-S/
/olsk jubz/Z^ri kuuLz/
/d-?Amproup//î?(-sAmcjrn rgk/ 
/Ilf/ /i;v% /
/m 3e.sk/ VaÆs/
/mau0/ , '
/mjuzIkbaks/^n&L bo-ks/ 
/nouz/ /ho 2./
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
//peid^/ ' 
/kwoa't?'/ /ku>oWa>^2/ 
/ruj/ /r«^ /
/rAg/ /kAj/
/saoi kUz/ /s atntakloz/
/skrudraivz*/
//u/
/sltd/
/ Si\elk/
/sops/
/sfLJ-aiz/ 
/stiiJ?'/ 
/Strxwd/
/smu<^/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/sprin/
/skwTi/
/st ô */
/strIn/
/sw&ty/ AtoÊ^z/
/̂ •ÉAyrraw./ /tÆla vl^a n/ J
/<^3tt/ /da4.f/
/0A.m/ /SAIy%/ 
/fü-Çbr// 
/tuebrAj" /
/trAk/ /frAks/ 
/tAb/ Z+Ab/
/veis/ zv&Lvz./ 
/wat//
/joujou/ //jo/ 
/zip,?»/ /^rp>2/
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane /f^plein/ /e .'̂IcLa/ page
basket /b3€^klt/ /baLskaf-y quarter
bed /b&d/ /bé.el/' rouge
candle /k ̂ ndl/ ykeSfen̂ î y rug
chair Santa
cowboy Claus
hat /kauboih t//ka.̂ 6i kW-/ screw­
crayons /kreianz/ ./<rdM-h. / driver
three /eri/ y©r 6/ shoe
black /bl 5>e k/ yb tack/ sled
green /grin/ /îlrôtv/
/f&to/
/kixn/
smooth
yellow /j fclou/ snake
doll /dal/ soap
feather /f a.?ay /Çe. of<3̂/ spoon
fish / fIJ/ /^rry
ŷ /auJâ /
spring
flower /f lauwa*/ squirrel
fork /f3yk/ ky star
glasses /gl aesiz/ string
glove /glAv/ A  k /yŷ Ar\ /
sweater
gun /gAn/ tele­
hanger
horse
/h / 
/hDa%/
yh»cv\a y 
yhoykô/
vision
that
ice thumb
cubes /.>Isk jubz//@rs ku.z / tooth­
jump brush
rope /djAmproup/z^AAh^prop / truck
leaf /lif/ yfùvy tub
mask /mae sk/ yrtA ,y vase
mouth /mau©/ /Ml îiu.'f-y watch
music yoyo
box /mjuzIkbaks/'kxu.zJ^As i>̂ iks/ zipper
nose /nouz/ ,  "noz '
A'-u/
/sl&d/
/smu^/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/ s p r i g /
/peidj / /pev-cL̂ / 
/kw=yt^/ /kord^/ 
/ru^/ /rt^./
/r<9/ /rA^
/IsaeAëk z. //s az nta klc»z/
ykkixrto. / /skrudraiv.?^'/
/Ckz/
/<9hia A
Aop/ 
/ipu-n/
,  ApfZ r /
/skwarl/ /sktl/
/st /(?+A3^/
/strlrj/ ,/s+rtnj/ 
/sw&t^/ /iwÊda^/
/■fgjAvrz-aa//telavljan/
/<^aat/
/©/\ m/ / "V-A rw/
/tuebrA" Z/hî hrAf/ 
/trAk/ /4-KAk./
/ tAb/ yiiAVZ./
/veis/
/wat/ / /wA-ç/ 
/ j o u j o u / ,  jo jo /  
/zlpj"/ /z=Tp/
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
yellow 
dol 1 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/ea*plein/ 
/b «.skit/ 
/b&d/ 
/k%ndl/ 
/tj£^/
/kauboih^a-
/kreienz/
/eri/
/blae k/ 
/grin/ 
/jalou/ 
/dal/
/f é.<3<r/ 
/fIJ /
/f lauw^/
/fDdxk/
/glae-slz/
/glAv/
/gAn/
/haertjt/
/hoys/
/&«Kple.K/
y'bakas/
/bas/
/+J6 y y
/kAu>s»»\/
/biM./
ytTiAjLn /
/&&!/
ypev^/
y j ^  /
y-fôU-U>3 y/ 
/■foa-s/
/̂ ISKIS / 
/tfAS/ 
/^An/
/h<3 3<3l /
/pisk jubz//sr4 kju2 y
/(^Amproup/XjUx ro y  
/lif/ y/Ls/
/msesk/ y^swzs/
/maue/ /*>f3.u.s/
/mjuzlkbaks/ymitcr ki* y  
/nouz/ ynps/
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peidjj/ '̂4-'*-̂3 / 
/kw oyty*/ /koo*-c/>-/ 
/ r U j /  /rU2./
/rAg/ /
/Sfenitkii/
/s aant^klpz/
kuc' aiba 
/skrudraivy/
'XK/'
y  'tna s /
n eic "
yccy
■ Xrol /
//̂ u/
/Sl&d/
/smu^/
/sneik/ 
/soup/ 
/spun/ 
/sprig/ 
/skwyl/
/stay/
/strig/ /c^rx>yj/ 
/ sw&ty/ /
n/
/t&lavl?@n/ 
/c^Bat/ y/acsy 
/0Am/ ,
/tuebrA r/ ûkr-Af" ̂ 
/trAk/ 
/tAb/ ,y-Aby 
/veis/ /V cLs/ 
/watj^/ y>o5sy 
/joujou/y-pjo/
/ Z I py/ ,/2LT /
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Word Target Response Word
airplane /ayplein/ /£ !a|iUtn/ page
basket /baeskit/ /baeskt+X quarter
bed /bid/ /bfe-t / rouge
candle /kac ndl/ /fc^mciaX rug
chair /tfd-?'/ /fSia< / Santa
cowboy
hat /kauboihact//k.Akol h
Claus
screw­
crayons /kreianz/ driver
three /0ri/ ."XfrùX shoe
black /bl æ k / Xbla&kX sled
green /grin/ XfirCK/
/?&f0/ 
Æ ^ X
smooth
yellow / j&lou/ snake
doll /dal/ soap
feather spoon
fish /fiy / X - frs X spring
flower /f lauwa*/ squirrel
fork /fpa'k/ kX starglasses /glat sIz/ X d laecaz-X string
glove /glAv/ Ia B/
xax-x
sweater
gun /gAn/ tele­
hanger /hao-r)̂ / vision
horse /hpys/ /k thatice
cubes /olskjubz/,^ls
thumb
tooth­
jump
rope /djA mproup/ X
brush
truck
leaf /lif/ xir:t ^ tub
mask /msB. sk/ XtM 3&SX vase
mouth /mau©/ Xhi% ^ watch
music
box /mjuzIkbaks///Ktes Ba ..''
yoyo
zipper
nose /nouz/ /̂ nc?s /
Target Response
/peid?/
/kwz^t^/
/ruj/ /riKJTL./
/rAg/ /1r & k/
/stt^d^kUz/ 
/s àe nts kl:?z/
/'skôciDX h^/ 
/skrudraiv^/
// U/
/slid/ /s!&/ 
/sm\i^/ /s»twv/ 
/sneik/ /sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
y^cf/ 
/4pcjii\k/
/spri// /Spf%V 
/skwyl/ /slew 3/ 
/st<a^/ /s+a 3</
/strl/)/ /'s+<-Ia/ 
/swi-t^/ /s6̂ je/
/f-eiivtf/ /telsvijsn/ •/
/c5'ae-t/ /ciaut-l-/
/©'^m/ /f A iw/
/tkS brAS / 
/tuGbr-^ /
/tr Ak/ /9*toAk/ 
/tAb/ /fAP/ 
/veis/ /bis/ 
/watj/ /ioA-te/
/ jou jOU//jftjo/ 
/Zlpa«/ /2Ip2K-/
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle
chair
cowboy
hat
crayons
three
black
green
yellow
doll
feather
fish
flower
fork
glasses
glove
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/^^plein/ 
/bae skit/ 
/bad/
/ k %  ndl/
/kauboihae
/kreianz/
/eri/
/blaek/
/grin/
/ jalou/ 
/dal/
/ fIJ//f 1 auw<3«/
/f=>^k/
/glacsiz/
/glAv/
/gAn/
/hatn?f/
/ho3*s/
/ec.e<̂ «/
/bfX
/ ksej^do/
Æ S . /
/'ijj ret\ia./
X)'wL /
''
/vo'd.yy /
Art A. I /
/ÇàW.UJâ/'
Apok/
/(a&SA/
/Ixf/
/a m /
XheM
/kos/'
/3lsk jubz/ /^is Ig'A/  
/d?A mproup//^
/rlf/ /ir^/
/maesk/
/maue/ x'màM.©/
/mjuzlkbaks//»ius^ &i/ 
/nouz/
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peidj/ 4**’A  
/kwoa^t^/ ./kwAca / 
/rnj/ /U)u-*./ 
/rAg/ /wA'X
/s 3c.ntskl3z/
y  it dwar à a/ 
/skrudraivy/
/fu/
/sled/
/smu^/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/ 
/sprin/ 
/skw fl/ 
/staa»/ 
/strlg/ 
/swf tẑ /
/[LL/
rvvKo» /
/ko,
/©picn./ "
/
/(3^ Loa ' a, ' 
/ë»a <Ia./
/Hvuù '
y/t /auic "za/ 
/tclsvijsn/
/3ra( t/ . /
/^V\m/ /4-A '/
/tuBbrAj^ z/'fAbwA/ 
/trAk/ .4-Ak/ 
/tAb/ /4-Ab/
/veis/ / ms./ 
/watf/ /lwa+s/ 
/joujou/zjcJ» ' 
/zlpa/
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Word Target Response .Word Target Response
airplane
basket
bed
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
yellow 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/eaplein/ 
/b afe-sklt/ 
/bad/ 
/k-5K_ndl/ 
/tjdax/
/fefi'eCw/
/bix
/b tc\/’
/kauboihact/Z/i^koc kat / 
/kreianz/ /krè6Y\/
/ rC /
/bla&k/ 
/wci /
/ro^k/
/eri/
/bl^ek/
/grin/
/ jalou/ 
/dal/
/ f e w  
/ f i  j  /
/flauw^/
/foa’k/
/glae-siz/
/gl/\v/
/gAn/
/hatna»/
/h:>aTs/
'9' \a,v /
//V A. /
Zh /
/!■Ac
L //pisk jubz/ . ĵILD
/d^Amproup/ /dxA\>̂ ç>
/Ilf/ Æf . /
/mae-sk/ /
/mau©/ /w'ô.ŵ T
m o /
/mjuzIkbaks//Vu= ^^Z 
/nouz/
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peidj/
/kwoa'ta"/
/ruj/
/rAg/
Zpeicj ' 
'!<ord y  /
yijju-z/
/"J/ ,
/saç.nts-kloz/
/''ŝ udràt ka/ /skrudraiva'/
/slÉ^d/
/ft\ t-ik/
zkc+y
/f&pujrt/ 
ZsipuÆ^/
. sewr /
/smu3^/
/sneik/
/soup/
/spun/
/sprIn/
/skwj'l/
/staa/
/strig/ ^
/sweta'/ '
/tel-3 vl^e n/
/?a«.t/ /b(a«.fZ
Am/ /4-Afw./
/tuSbrA/ /,/f- 
/trAk/ Z+r^ 7
/tAb/ /+Ab/
/veis/ ZvtJ*/ 
/watf/  Z u ^ - k /  
/joujou/ /o/c/ 
/zlp^/ Z[^p2^/
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Word Target Response Word Target Response
airplane 
basket 
bed 
candle 
chair 
cowboy 
hat 
crayons 
three 
black 
green 
yellow 
doll 
feather 
fish 
flower 
fork 
glasses 
glove 
gun
hanger
horse
ice
cubes
jump
rope
leaf
mask
mouth
music
box
nose
/è^^plein/ 
/b ̂ sklt/ 
/htd/
/kac ndl/ 
/tp../-
/kauboih at
/kreianz/
/eri/
/bla^k/
/grin/
/ j £.lou/ 
/dal/
/f 6%y/ 
/fiJ /
/flauw^/ 
/fo^k/ 
/glat^slz/ 
/glAv/ 
/g^n/
/h aerlaî/
/h j>^/
/b'ai k/ 
/?r
yfê lc/
y-f^r/
/f03^k/ 
/^fôes/  
/J \^cl/
/r>Isk jubz//sts
/d^Amproup//fc(^Am.r«>k/'
/lif/
/mat sk/ 
/mau©/
/mjuzlkbaks//mc>sxks Wes/ 
/nouz/ /kciz./
page
quarter
rouge
rug
Santa
Claus
screw­
driver
shoe
sled
smooth
snake
soap
spoon
spring
squirrel
star
string
sweater
tele­
vision
that
thumb
tooth­
brush
truck
tub
vase
watch
yoyo
zipper
/peidj/ ,('ieccj '
/kwo^t^K/
/ruj/ /ra^/
/rAg/ /rA£,/
/s<w.ntaklc)z/
/sirucfrirua» / 
/skrudraiv^/
/Jm/ / p - " /
/slLd/ /%lé<3Î/
/ smu(5/ / s ►AtAĴ/ 
/sneik/ /tnek/
■ Sop/
/ ' ' / 
/ t  A O  5 ^  A^*./
, 4.-frrr̂ >
/soup/ 
/spun/ 
/sprl^/
/skwrl/
/ staa</ 
/ strlA,/
/swataf/
/^favrzan/ 
/t 6l a v l ? a n /  
/<̂ <aet/ /d-deJ-/ 
/©Am/ /h\h^/
/?wJsrA// 
/ t u e b r A / /
/ t r A k /  /f-r/ k/ 
/ t A b /  /-fAb/
/veis/ /wcz. / 
/wat_T/ ,'W/j' ' 
/joujou/ /j«Jo ' 
/zipa/ /zepp^ '
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APPENDIX E
Probabilities of phonological processes used in the binomial distribution analysis
Those numbers which are underlined indicate the level of chance was less than -05, the level of 
confidence in this study. For explanations of abbreviations, please refer to page 11.
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APPENDIX F 
Phonemes in the Hmong Language
The phonemes which are present in the Hmong language 
are presented below. A description of the sound is also 
included. An asterisk denotes those sounds which are also 
present in the English language.
Consonants
/p'/ This sound is like the English
/p/, but is aspirated as a 
distinctive feature.
/p/* This sound is like the English
/p/, and is not aspirated.
/t'/ This sound is like the English
/t/f with aspiration.
/t/* This sound is like the English
/t/, and is not aspirated.
/ t '/ This is an aspirated sound
which sounds to our ear like 
" tr. "
/t/ This is the sound described
above without aspiration.
/tj'/ This is an aspirated sound
which sounds to our ear like 
"ty. "
/tj/ This is the same sound as
described above, but without 
aspiration.
/k'/ This is like the English
/k/, but is aspirated.
10?
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/k/* This is similar to the English
/ k / .
/k'/ This sound is produced far
back in the mouth, and is 
aspirated.
/k/ This is similar to the sound
above, but is not aspirated.
/ts'/ This is similar to the
English "ts" which occurs 
at the end of words, e.g., 
wants, eats, but this sound 
occurs anywhere in Hmong 
and is also aspirated.
/ts/ This is the same sound as
above, but is not aspirated.
/ t j V
/tjA
This is similar to the "ch" 
in English, but is aspirated,
This is the same sound as 
above, and is not aspirated.
/f/* This sound is the same as
the English /f/.
/v/* This sound is the same as
the English /v/.
/s/* This sound is the same as
the English /s/.
/sj/ This sound is similar to
the combination of "sy" in 
English.
This sound is the same as 
the English "zh", as in the 
word "measure."
/{/* This sound is the same as
_/ the English "sh", as in the
word "she."
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/j/* This sound is the same as
the English "y", as in the 
word "you."
/h/* This sound is the same as
the English "h", as in the 
word "hi."
/m/* This sound is the same as
the English phoneme /m/.
/ni/ This is a single sound which
* is produce by making an "m"
sound, but without voicing.
/n/ This sound is similar to the
/n/ in English, but is pro­
duced with the tongue touching 
the back of the upper teeth.
/n/ This is a single sound which
o is similar to the /n/ in 
English, but is voiceless.
/nj/ This sound is similar to the
"ny" combination in Spanish, 
as in the word "senor."
/nj/ This is the same same as
° above, but is voiceless.
/ A / *  This is the only consonant
which occurs at the ends of 
words in Hmong.
/I/* This sound is similar to the
/I/ in English.
/I/ This is an "1", but is voice-
" less.
Vowe1s
/ i / *  This sound is similar to the
English /i/.
/a/* This is similar to the schwa
in English.
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/u/* This is similar to the /u/
in English.
/si/* This is similar to the English
diphthong /ei/.
This is similar to the /d / in 
English.
/&/* This is similar to the /a/ in
English.
/ia/* This sound is similar to the
"ia" sound in "Tia Maria."
/u/* This is similar to the vowel
sound in the word "renewable."
/ai/* This is similar to the diph­
thong /ai/ in English.
/au/* This is similar to the diph­
thong /au/ in English.
/^ i/* This is similar to the schwa
in English.
/on/ This is a nasalized vowel.
/en/ This is a nasalized vowel.
Characteristics of Hmong
As a Sino-Tibetan language, Hmong is a tonal language 
involving seven tones. Aspiration and nasalization are both 
used as distinctive features. The word structure is almost 
entirely monosyllabic, although there are a few polysyllabic 
words which are usually compound words like the English 
"blackbird" or "matchbook." There are no final consonants 
except for an occasional "ng" sound.
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A P P E N D IX  G
A List of English Phonemes used by the Hmong Subjects
If the phoneme was produced appropriately in all 
opportunities, no data are shown. If the phoneme was not 
produced appropriately in all opportunities, the number of 
times it was produced correctly is shown above the number of 
opportunties there were for that phoneme. These results 
were taken from responses given by the subjects during the 
administration of The Assessment of Phonological Processes 
{Hodon, 1980).
SUBJECT 1
Target phoneme Initial Medial FinaJ^
/P/
/b/
/m/
/w/ 0/1
/j/
/t/
/d/
/n/
/h/
/f//v/ 3/4
/s/
/ z /
/J/ 0/1 0/1
/tJ/
0/1
/g/
/I/
%  6/7
106
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SUBJECT 2
Target phoneme Initial Medial Final
/b/
/m/ 0/1
/j//t/ 2/3/d/
/n//h/
/f/ 1/4 0/1
/ v /  0 / 1  0 / 2  0 /1
/s/
/z/
/d]/ 0/1
/k/
/g/
/n/ 1/2/e/ 1/2 0/2
/dif 0/1 0/1
/I/
/ r /
/^/ 6/7
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S U B J E C T  3
Target phoneme Initial Medial Final
/P/ 2/3
/b/
/m/
/w/
/j/
/t/
/d/ 0/2
/n/
/h/
/f/
/v/
/s/ 11/12 2/3
/z/
/;/ 0/1
/tf//dj/
/k/ 3/6
/g/
/o/ 0/1
/e/ 0/2 0/2
/^/ 0/1 0/1
/!/ 1/2 2/3
/r/
/<?"/ 6/7
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SUBJECT 4
Target phoneme Initial Medial Final
/P/
/b/
/m/
/w/
/]/
/t//d/
/n/
/h/
/f/ 0/1
/v/
/s/ 8/12 2/3
/z/
/J/A /  0/1 0/1
X j /
/(^/
/)C//g/
/6/ 1/2 0/2
/a/ 0/1 0/1
/I/ 2/3
/^/ 6/7
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S U B J E C T  5
Target phoneme Initial Medial Final
/P/ 1/2
/b/
/m//w/
/j/
/t/ 1/3
/d/ 1/2
/n//h/
/f/ 3/4 0/1
/v/ 1/2 0/1
/s/ 2/12 2/4
/z/ 0/4
/(// 0/1
A /  0/1
/ y  / 0/1
/(Q//k/ 1/4 1/6
/g/ 2/3 0/1
/'I/ 0/1
/e/ 0/2 0/2
/(?/ 0/1 0/1 0/1 
/I/ 0/2 1/3
/r/
/f̂ / 5/7
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S U B J E C T  6
Target phoneme Initi
7p/
/b/
/m/
/w/
/j/
/t/
/d/
/n/
/h/
/f/
/v/ 0/1
/s/
/z/
0/1
/tJ/ 0/1/d,/ 0/1
A /
/g/
/!)//e/ 0/2
/^/ 0/1
/I/
/r/
/^/
Medial Final
1/2 
0/1
0/2
4/6
1/2 0/1
2/3
0/1 0/2
0/1 
0/1 
0/1 
4/6 
0/1
0/1 1/2
0/2
0/1 0/1
0/3
4/7
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SUBJECT 7
Target phoneme Initial Medial Final
/P/ 0/2
/b/
/m/ 0/1
/w/
/j/
/t/ 1/3
/d/ 1/2
/n/ 4/6
/h/
/f/ 0/1
/v/ 0/2 0/1
/s/ 1/12 2/3
/z/ 0/4
/J/ 0/1 0/2A/ 0/1
/tj/ 0/1
/d^/ 0/1
/k/ 5/7 5/7
/g/ 0/4 0/1/y 0/2
/G/ 0/2
0/1
/I/ 2/3
/r/ 0/3
/y/ 1/7
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SUBJECT 8
Target phoneme Initial Medial Final
/P/ 0/2
/b/
/m/
/w/
/j/
/t/ 1/3
/d/ 1/2
/n/ 4/6
/h/
/f/
/v/ 0/2
/s/ 8/12 1/2
/z/ 0/1 0/1 1/3
/ J / 0/1 0/1
A /
X j /
/d^/
/k/ 2/6 4/7
/g/ 0/4
/!)//G/ 1/2 0/2
/,?/ 0/1 0/1 0/1
/I/ 1/2 2/3
/r/ 6/7
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S U B J E C T  9
Target phoneme Initial Medial Final
/P/ 1/2
/b/
/m/
/w/
/j/
/t/ 2/3/d/
/n/
/h/
/f/ 0/1
/v/ 0/1 0/1
/s/ 2/3
/z/ 2/3
/f/
/?/ 1/2 0/1
/ty/
/d;/
/%//g//g//ë/ 1/2 0/2
/^/ 0/1
/I/ 1/2 2/3
/r/
/^/
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